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1 1. ECHINODERMS OF LAKSHADWEEP AND THEIR 
ZOOGEOGRAPHY 
D. B. James 
Dr. Stanley Gardiner carried out an 
extensive survey in the Maldives'and Minicoy 
Islands, the Southernmost of the Lakshadweep 
group of Islands. Echinoderms other than the 
holothurians were dealt by Bell (1902) who 
reported four species of starfishes from Minicoy 
Island. Corrections for some of the species 
have been given by A. M. Clark and Davies 
(1966). Koehlerand Vaney (1908) reported 
three species of holothurians from the Laksha-
dweep. Holothurians of Gardiner's collection 
was dealt in a cursory manner by Pearson (1913 
1914). James (1969) recorded forty species 
of echinoderms from various Islands of the 
Lakshadweep. Naghabushanam and Rao (1972) 
reported 49 species of echinoderms from the 
Minicoy Island, the identity of some need to be 
checked. Miirty et al. (1979) reported the 
notorious starfish the crown of thorns 
Acanthaster planci from Minicoy Atoll. Recently 
Mukhopadhyay and Samanta (2983)' reported 
twelve species of holothurians from the Islands 
of Androth, Kalpeni and Minicoy. 
Material collected by the three teams of 
CMFRI during January to march, 1987 form the 
main basis for this paper. Collections made 
by Mr. M. AM Manikfan from Minicoy and other 
Islands and also by Mr. K. C. S. Panicker from 
Kavaratti and Agatti have also been included. 
Throughout this account, references are kept to a 
minimum by citing only original references, 
references pertaining to Lakshadweep and one 
or two standard references. 
SYSTEMATIC ACCOUNT 
Echinoderms belonging to all the five 
classes have been collected. A single spcimen 
of crinoid which was collected at Kadmat was 
broken to small bits rendering identification 
impossible. 
Class ASTEROIDEA 
Species belonging to two orders 
reported from the Lakshadweep. 
are 
Key to the orders of the c/ass 
Conspicuous marginal plates in two rows 
bordering the disc and arms; pedicellariae sessile 
or alveolar type; tubefeet in two rows, with Or 
without suckers PHANEROZONIA 
Conspicuous marginal plates forming a broad 
verticle edge to the arm usually wanting; aboral 
skeleton reticulate or imbricate; tubefeet in two 
rows with suckers; pedicellariae rarely present.... 
SPINULOSA 
ORDER : PHANEROZONIA 
This order includes five suborders v/z., 
Pustulosa, Cribellosa, Paxillosa, Notomyota and 
Valvata. Members belonging to the suborder 
Pustulosa are completely extinct. Members 
belonging to the suborders Paxillosa and Valvata 
are known from the Lakshadweep. 
Key to the suborders of the Order 
Skeleton of dorsal surface with typical paxillae; 
tubefeet devoid of suckers PAXILLOSA 
Skeleton of dorsal surface paxilliform or other-
wise; tubefeet with suckers VALVATA 
SUBORDER : PAXILLOSA 
Species belonging to the Families Luidiidae 
and Astropectinidae are known from the Laksha-
dweep. 
Key to Fami/ies of the Suborder 
Long flexible arms with relatively small disc; 
arms 5-11 bordered with spiny fringe; supero-
marginals reduced and appear identical with 
adjacent paxillae; infero-marginals much elong-
ated transversely and cover greater part of the 
ventral side LUIDIIDAE 
Body stellate with couspicuous marginal, plates-
marginal plates covered with little spines that 
increase in size at the margin 
ASTROPECTINIDAE 
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Family: LUIDIIDAE 
This family includes only one genus viz. 
Luidis. 
Genus Luidia Forbes. 1839 
Only one species viz., Luidia maculata 
Muller&Troschel is known from the LakshadweeP 
Family : ASTROPECTINIDAE 
Spices belonging to the genus Astropecten 
are recorded from the Lakshadweep. 
Genus Astropecten Gray, 1840 
Three species are known from the Lakshadweep. 
Key to tfi3 species of tfie genus 
1. All the supero-marginal plates with long 
pointed spines; usually second plate small 
and spineless (sometimes plates 2-4 with-
out spines) A. Polyacanthus 
Muller &Troschel, 1842 
1'. All the supero-marginal plates with moderat-
ely developed spines 2 
2. Distal supero-marginal plate with a spine 
on the outer part of plate; tipes of arms 
more or less blunt 
A. indicus Doderlier 1889 
2'. Distal supero-marginai plates rarely with 
any large spines; only diminitive spines 
below the main infero-marginal plate 
A. monacantlius Sladen, 1883 
SUB-ORDER VALVATA 
Species belonging to two Families are 
known from the Lakshadweep. Species belong-
ing to the Family Asteropidae is recorded for the 
first time in this work. 
Key to ttie Famiiies of ttte Sub-Order 
1. Dorsal skeleton reticulate with secondary 
plates joining the primary ones and leaving 
conspicuous large poriferous areas in 
between; marginal plates well developed 
but not conspicuous (except in specimens of 
(Culcita) and sometimes completely covered 
by thick skin OREAS TERIDAE 
1'. Dorsal skeleton not reticulate; dorsal side 
either covered by granules or by membrane 
2 
2. Members with small disc, long flexible cylin-
drical arms with reduced and inconspicuous 
marginal plates with smooth surface although 
some species are warty; armament usually 
granuliform, sometimes increasing in size or 
modifed into tubercles; intermarginal plates 
if present occur only basally 
OPHIDIASTERIDAE 
2'. Dorsal surface is membraneous; marginal 
plates are exposed and are more or less 
overlapping ASTEROPIDAE 
FAMILY: OREASTERIDAE 
Members belonging to this Family are 
usually large with reticulate skeleton. Two 
genera are known under this Family. A third 
genus viz., Halityle is recorded for the first time. 
Key to the genera of the Family 
1. Arms well developed; only the primary 
plates of the upper side with elevations; 
pore areas well defined Pentaceraster 
Doderlein, 1916 
1'. Body pentagonal or almost circular in out-
line 2 
2. Marginal plates clearly seen even in large 
specimens; tubercles absent on the dorsal 
side; pore areas well defined and triangular 
in shape; granules of the actinal plates 
markedly flattened and forming a smooth 
plastering following the countours of the 
plates Halityle Fisher, 1913 
2'. Marginal plates concealed by thickned skin; 
some enlarged tubercles often present on 
the dorsal side; pore areas irregular and 
sometimes indistict or more or less continu-
ous; actinal granules mostly coarse and 
individually distinct, often obscuring the 
limits of the plates Culcita 
L. Agassiz, 1835 
Genus Pentaceraster Doderlein, 1916 
Under this genus only one species is 
collected. 
Pentaceraster regulus (Muller & 
Torschel 1842) 
Pentacerous regulus Muller & Troschel, 1842, 
p. 51: Bay of Bengal. 
Pentaceraster austral is Ja,mes, 1969, p. 52: Gulf 
of Mannar, Palk Bay Lakshadweep. 
Pentaceraster regulus AM. Clark & Rowe, 1971, 
pp. 34,55: Bay of Bengal, East Indies, 
North Australia, Philippines, China and 
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Southern Japan, South Pacific Islands 
(Distribution Table); James, 1986, p. 
579: Lakshadweep & Maldives, Gulf of 
Manner and Palk Bay along the South 
East cost of India (Distribution Table). 
Material: Bitra, one specimen, depth one metre: 
/?emsrAs This species was collected from Bitra 
in 1968 and during the present survey not a 
single specimen was collected. It is very rare 
and was recorded for the first time from Laksha-
dweep by the author in 1969. 
Genus Halityle Fisher, 1913 
One.species is collected under this genus 
lor the first time from the Lakshadweep. 
Halityle regularis Fisher 
(Fig. 1) 
Fig. 1 Halityle regularis 
Halityle regularis Fisher, 1913, p. 211: Philip-
pines; James, 1973, p. 557: Gulf of Mannar; 
A. M. Clark & Rowe, 1971, pp. 34, 53: 
Philippines (Distribution Table) 
Material: Kiltan, one specimen, washed ashore. 
Remar/(s : It is a rare species and is recorded 
here for the first time from Lakshadweep. 
Genus Culcita L. Agassiz, 1835 
This genus is common in Lakshadweep. 
Only one species is known earlier, now a second 
species species is recorded for the fitst time 
here 
Key to the species of the genus 
No spines or spinlets on the pore areas 
Culcita schmideliana (Retzius, 1805) 
Some spines or tubercles present within pore 
areas Culcita novaeguineaeX Muller & 
Troschel, 1842 
Culcita Schmideliana (Retzius 1805) 
(Figs. 2 & 3) 
Fig. 2 Culcita sciiemideliana (Adult) 
Fig. 3 Culcita schemideliarta (Juvenile) 
Asterias schmideliana Retzius, 1805; p. : Locality 
not known. 
Culcita schmideliena A.M. Clark & Davies, 1986, 
p. 602: Maldives; A. M. Clark and Rowe, 
1971, pp. 34, 53: Islands of Western Indian 
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Ocean, Mauritius, East Africa and MadagaS' 
car, S. E. Arabia, Maldives (Distribution 
Table); James, 1986, p. 579: Lakshadweep 
& Maldives area. Gulf of Mannar and Palk 
Bay along the South East Coast of India, 
Sri Lanka, Andaman and Nicobar Islands 
(Distribution Table) 
/Wartr/a/: Kadamat, one specimen; Amini, two 
specimens; Kavaratti, one specimen, all collected 
from the lagoon, less than one metre in depth. 
Remarks: This species is somewhat rare when 
compared to the other species Culcita novaegui-
neae. 
Culcita novaeguineae Muller & Troschej 
Culcita novaeguinea Muller 8- Troschel, 1842, p. 
38: East Indies; H. L. Clark, 1921, p. 32: 
Torres Strait: A M. Clark & Rowe, 1971, pp. 
34, 54: Bay of Bengal, East Indies, North 
Australia, Philippines, China and Southern 
Japan, Pacific Islands, Hawaaian Islands 
James, 1983, p. 89; Andaman and Nicobar 
Islands; (Distribution Table) 
Material: Chetlat, one specimen ; Kiltan, two 
specimens; Agatti, two specimens; Kavaratti, 
two specimens; Minicoy, one specimen, all 
collected from the lagoon, less than one metre 
in depth. 
Remarks: One small specimens of R 10 mm 
collected from Kiltan looks like a Goniasterid. 
Family OPHJDIASTERIDAE 
This is large family of star fishes occurring 
commonly in shallow waters and particularly 
associated with corals and rock slabs. The 
small disc and long, often cylindrical, sub-
cylindrical arms are characterstic of the Family. 
The colours in life are often bright, red, blue, 
purple and variegated forms are common. Six 
Genera are known from the Lakshadeep. Of 
these five are collected during the survey. 
Key to the Genera of the Family 
1. Abactinal plates more or less arranged in 
regular longitudinal series for the whole 
length of arm 2 
1'. Abactinal plates irregular in arrangement, 
though proximally there may be a tendency 
for regular arrangement 4 
2. Body entirely covered by thick smooth skin 
obscuring the limits of the plates 
Leiaster Peters, 1852 
2'. Granules or tubercles present on all the 
plates 3 
3. Armament restricted to a clustre of coarse 
granules or tubercles in the centre of each 
plate, the remaining surface covered with 
skin Dactylosaster Gray, 1840 
3'. True granulation continuous all over the 
plates, skin not conspicuous, eight series of 
pore-areas Ophidiaster L. Agassiz, 1835 
4. Adambulacral armament superficially appear-
ing granuliform; arms cylindrical, disc small 
Linckia Nardoa, 1834 
4'. Adambulacral armament spiniform, arms 
more or less flattened and wider basally....5 
5. Papular pores present or the oral side, pores 
single, form more or less flattened, R rarely 
exceeding 40mm Fromia Gray, 1840 
5'. No papular pores below the infero-marginals. 
Uniform granulation on the actinal, 
abactinal and supero-marginal plates; aboral 
reticulate skeleton not so well defined, 
marginal plates well defined Paraferdina 
James, 1973 
Genus Leiaster Peters, 1852 
Only two species are known from the Indian 
Seas. 
Leiaster leachi (Gray) 
(Fig. 4) 
Fig. 4 Leiaster leachi 
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Ophidiaster leachi Gray, 1849, p. 284 ; Mauritus 
Leiaster ieachi H. L. Clark, 1921, pp. 73-74: 
Torres Strait: A.M. Clark & Davies 
1966 p. 598: Maldives: James, 
1969, 53 Bitra Minicoy (Laksha-
dweep). 
Africa, Maldives, East Indies, North Austrlia 
(Distribution Table) Nagabhu-
shanam and Rao, 1972, p. 289: 
Minicoy Atoll, James, 1986, p. 
579; Lakshadweep &. Maldives, 
Sri Lanka (Distribution Table). 
fiAaterial: Minicoy, one specimen R 172 mm; 
Bitra, one specimen, R 30 mm 
Leiaster speciosus v. Martens, 1866, p. 70: East 
Indies; H. L. Clark, 1921, p. 74: 
Torres Strait; A.M. Clark & Rowe, 
1971, pp. 36, 5 8 : East Indies, 
North Australia, Philippines 
(Distribution Table). 
fiamarks: Leiaster ieacfii and L. spaciosus are 
separated from each other by the presence of 
pedicellariae in case of L. laactii but this 
character is found to be highly variable. Also 
the colour of L. leachi is given as variegated, 
orange yellow and red whereas in L. specious 
it is given as uniformly crimson by H L. Clark 
(1946). These two characters are not of 
specific value and therefore the two species are 
considered here as synonymous. Earlier workers 
like H. L. Clark (1921), Hayashi (1938), A.m. 
Clark (1967) and A. M. Clark and Rowe (1971) 
have also expressed doubt about the validity of 
L. spaciosus. James (1969). This species recorded 
for the first time from the Lakshadweep. 
Genus Dactylosaster Gray, 1840 
Only one species is known under this genus 
from the Indian Seas. 
Dactylosaster cylindricus (Lamarck) 
(Fifl- 5) 
Astarias cylindrica Lamarck, 1816, p. 567. 
Ophidiaster cylindrica BeW, ^902. p. 227: Mini-
coy (Lakshadweep). 
Dactylosaster cylindricus H. L. Clark, 1921, p. 
85: Hawaii; A. M. Clark and Davies, 1966, 
p. 598: Maldives; James, 1969, p. 53; Port 
Louis (Mauritius), Minicoy (Lakshadweep); 
A. M. Clark and Rowe, 1971, pp , 34, 59: 
Islands of Western Indian Ocean, Mascarere 
Islands, East Africa & Madagascar, S. E. 
Fig. 5 Dactylosaster cylindricus 
Arabia, Maldives, Sri Lanka, East Indies. 
South Pacific Islands, Hawaiian Islands 
(Distribution Table), Nagabhushanam and 
Rao, 1972, p. 289: Minicoy Atoll; James, 
1986 p. 579: Maldives & Lakshadweep, Sri 
Lanka (Distribution Table) 
Material: Chetlat, several specimens; Kiltan, 
several specimens; Kadamat, two specimens; 
Amini, three specimens; Kavaratti, five speci-
mens; Minicoy, several specimens, all collected 
from underside of coral stones. 
Remarks : This is one of the common asteroids 
of Lakshadeep. One specimen collected from 
Kavaratti has seven arms. The arms are of 
dissimilar size in some specimens. 
Genus Linckia Nardoa, 1834 
Three species are recorded from the Indian 
seas. All the three species are collected during 
the Survey. 
Key to the species of the Genus 
1. Subambulacral spines in two series; furrow 
spines not separated by granules 
L. guildingi Qxsi. y^Q 
Y. Subambulacral spines in single series; furrow 
spines separated by verticle series of 
granules 2 
2. Arms normally five in number with single 
madreporite; arms fairly stout and blunt at 
the tip L. laevigata {Unnaeus, 1758) 
2'. Arms often irregular in length with two 
madreporites; arms slender and more or less 
pointed at the tip L. multifora (Lamark, 
1816) 
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Linckia guildingi Gray 
Linckia guildingi Gray, 1840, p. 285: St. 
Vincents; H. L. Clark, 1921: Bermuda, 
Bahamas, Florida, Cuba, St. Kitts, Tobago, 
Brazil, Lower Guinea, Zazibar, Queensland 
Society Islands, Tahiti; Ely, 1942, p. 18: 
Hawdii; A. M. Clark & Davies, 1966, p. 598: 
Maldives; A . M . Clark & Rowe, 1971, pp. 
36,61: Islands of Western Indian Ocean, 
Raserere Islands East Africa & Madagascar, 
5 E Arabia, Persian Gulf, Maldiverea, Sri 
Lanka area Bay of Bengal, East Indies, 
North Australia. Philippines, China & South 
Japan, South Pacific Island, Hawaiian 
Islands (Distribution Table); James 1986, 
p. b79; Lakshadweep & Maldives, Sri Lanka, 
Andaman & Nicobar Islands (Distribution 
Table). 
Material: Chetlat, one specimen R 210 mm; 
Amini, one specimen, R 120 mm; collected from 
lagoon, depth less than a metre. 
Remarks: This is a very rare species in Laksha-
dweep. It probably lives among live corals. 
Linckia laevigata (Linnaeus) 
Asterias laevigata Linnaeus, 1758, p. 662. 
Linckia laevigata Bell, 1902, p. 226: Laksha-
dweep: A. M. Clark & Rowe 1971, pp. 36, 
62; Islands of Western Indian Ocean. 
Mascarare Islands East Africa & Madagascar, 
Lakshadweep, Sri Lanka area Bay of Bengal, 
East Indies, North Australia, Philippines, 
China & Southern Japan, South Pacific 
Islands (Distribution Table); Nagabhushanam 
6 Rao, 1972, p. 289: Minicoy Atoll; James-
1986, p. 579: Lakshadweep & Maldives, 
Gulf of Mannar and Palk Bay on the South 
East Coast of India; Sri Lanka, Andaman 
and Nicobar Islands (Distribution Table) 
Material: Bitra, one specimen; Amini, one speci-
men, Agatti, one specimen; Kavaratti, three 
specimens; Minicoy, several specimens, all 
from collected the lagoon, less than one metre 
in depth. 
Remarks: Both the blue and brown forms are 
collected. The arms are longer and slender in 
brown forms. 
Linckia multlfora (Lamack) 
(Figs. 6-9) 
~a—u—fa. .«— la—ti_».» _«i u si a_. n .,„m,. .*_ 
Fig. 6 Linckia multifora (Normal speciman) 
, >! fi, »i . s' « vi__ 21 }t m_ »^ 
Fig. 7 Linclda muitifora (with a bud) 
Fig. 8 Linclda multifora (With four arms) 
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Fig. 9 Linckia multifora (With six arms) 
Astarias multifora Lamarck, 1816, p. 565. 
Locality not known. 
Linckia multiforis Bell, 1902, p. 223: Laksh-a 
dweep & Maldives. 
Linclda multifora Ely, 1942, p. 19: Hawaii; A. M. 
Clark & Davies, 1966, p 598: Maldives; 
James, 1969, p. 53: Gulf of Mannar, Red 
sea, Lakshadweep, Borneo; A . M . Clark & 
Rowe, 1971, pp. 36, 62: Islands of the 
Western Indian Ocean, Mascarere Islands' 
East Africa & Madagascar, Red Sea, S. E. 
Arabia, Persian Gulf, West India & Pakistan 
Maldive area, Sri Lanka, East Indies, 
Philippines, China & S. Japan, South Pacific 
Islands, Hawaiian Islands (Distribution 
Table); Nagabhushanam & Rao, 1972, p. 
289: Minicoy Atoll; James, 1986, p. 579: 
Lakshadweep & Maldives, Gulf of Mannar 
and Palk Bay along the South East coast of 
India, Sri Lanka (Distribution Table) 
Material: Chetlat, two specimens: Bitra, one 
specimen; Kiltan, two specimens, Kadamat, 
several specimens; Amini, two specimens; Mini-
coy, several specimens, all specimens collected 
under coral stones. 
Remarks: This is the most common starfish in 
the Lakshadweep. H. L. Clark (ig^^l) has stated 
that the largest specimen known in the species 
has; R 95 mm. The largest specimen in the 
present series has R 110 mm. Some commet 
orms have been collected. One form looks 
exactly like a cross. One specimen is of 
particular interest. The five arms are disimilar in 
size. On the smallest arm a bud has developed 
(Fig. 7) which has four arms. One of the arms is 
swollen due to the presence of a parasitic 
grastropod Stilifer sp. 
Genus Fromia Gray, 1840 
Only one species is known from the Laksha 
dweep. Now a second species is collected for 
the first time. Small forms living under coral 
stones with R rarely exceeding 40 mm. 
Key to the species of the Genus 
1. Abactinal plates markedly unequal; actinal 
plates with short blunt spinelets or enlarged 
granules F. indicus (Perrier, 1869) 
1'. Abactinal plates though irregular, similar in 
size; abactinal granulation even; aboral side 
flat; carinal series of plates not distinct 
F. milleporella (Lamarck, 1816) 
Formia indica (Perrier) 
Scytaster indicus Perrier, 1869, p. 235: Locality 
not known. 
Fromia indica Perrir, 1875, pp. 177-178; Koehler; 
1910, p. 140; Hayashi, 1938, p. 59: Japan, 
James, 1969, p. 53: Andamans; A. M. Clark 
& Roaw, 1971, pp. 34, 62: Maldivearea 
Sri Lanka, Bay of Bengal, East Indies, 
Philippines, China and Southern Japan; 
South Pacific Islands (Distribution Table), 
A. M. Clark & Davies, 1966, p. 602: 
Maldives; James, 1986, to 579; Laksha-
dweep &- Maldive area, Sri Lanka, Andaman 
and Nicobar area (Distribution Table). 
Material: Kavaratti, one specimen, under coral 
stones. 
Remarks: This is very rare species in the Laksha-
dweep. Colour in the living condition is red. 
Formia milleporella (Lamarck) 
1816, p. 564: Astarias milleporella Lamarck, 
Locality not known. 
Formia milleporella H. L. Clark, l921, p. 40 
Torres Strait; A. M. Clark and Davies, 1966' 
p. 602: Maldives; A. M. Clark & Rowe,' 
1971, pp. 34, 63: Mascaerne Islands, East 
Africa & Madagascar, Maldive area, Sr' 
Lanka, Bay of Bengal, East Indies, North 
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Australia, Philipin^s, China and So'Jthsrn 
Japan, South Pacific Islands (Distribution 
Table); James, 1986, p. 579: Lakshadweep 
and Maldive area, Sri Lanka (Distribution 
Table). 
Material: Bitra, one specimen, collected from 
underside of coral stones. 
Genus Paraferdina James, 1973 
This new genus is reported from Minicoy in 
1973. Since that time it has not been collected 
again. 
Paraferdina /accaaivensis James 
Parafirdina laccadivensis James, 1973, pp. 556-
559: Minicoy (Lakshadweep) James, 1986, 
580: Lakshadweep & Maldive area (Distri-
bution Table). 
Material: Minicoy, one specimen, collected 
from the lagoon, depth less than one metre. 
Remarks: James (1973) gave a detailed des-
cription of the species. It has not been collected 
again since its first discovery. 
FAMILY: ASTEROPIDAE 
This is a small Family with a few genera. 
In the Lakshadweep one genus is collected 
during the present survey. 
Genus Asteropsis Mulier & Troschel, 1840 
This well marked genus is widely distributed 
in the Indo-Pacific region. 
Asteropsis carlnlfera ^ Lamarck) 
(Fig. 10) 
Asterias carinl/era Lamarck, 1816, p. 556: 
Locality not known. 
Asterope carlnlfera H. L. Clark, 1921, p. 33: 
Torres Strait, 
Asteropsis carlnlfera James, 1969, p. 54: 
Solomon Islands of Western Indian 
Ocean, East Africa & Madagascar, Red 
Sea, S. E. Arabia, Sri Lanka area. East 
Indies, North Australia, Philippines, 
China & Southern Japan, South Pacific 
Islands, Hawaiian Islands; (Distribution 
Table); James, 1986, p. 580: Sri Lanka 
(Distribution Table;. 
Material: Chetlat, several specimens; Kiltan, 
several specimens, all collected from the reef 
flat. 
Fig. 10 Asteropsis cartnifera 
Remarks: R of the specimens collected varied 
from 58-110 mm. Though this species is 
common at Chetlat and Kiltan it is surprising 
that this species is not recorded from the Laksha-
dweep and even from Maldives so far. It is 
recorded here for the first time from the Laksha-
dweep. 
ORDER : SPINULOSA 
Members belonging to two Families are 
known from the Lakshadweep. Species belong-
ing to a third Family are collected for the first 
time during the survey. 
Key to the Families of the Order 
1. Arms 10-20 with numerous madreporites, 
aboral armament with numerous large, 
pointed spines mounted singly on stalk-
like pedicles; size large 
ACANTHASTERIADE 
1'. Arms usually five or six, madreporite usually 
one though sometimes up to five present; 
size small to moderate 2 
2. Arms short, body stellate or even sometimes 
pentagonal; aboral armament scale like 
imbricating plates armed usually with fine 
spinelets or granules ASTERINIDAE 
2'. Arms elongate, slender and cylindrical; 
aboral surface covered with thick skin; 
adambulacral spines few, usually three 
ECHINASTERIDAE 
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FAMILY : ACANTHASTERIDAE 
This Family has only one genus Wz„ 
Acanthaster. 
Genus Acanthaster Gervasis, 1841 
Only one species is known from the Laksha-
dweep. 
Acanthaster planci (Linnaeus) 
(Fig. 11) 
Fig. 11 Acanthaster planci 
Asterias plane/ Linnaeus, 1758, p. 832 
Acanthaster p/anci Madsen, 1955, pp. 181-187: 
Mauritius, Haarlem Island, Kei Island: 
James, 1969, p. 54: Lakshadweep, 
Nicobar, Solomon Islands; A. M. Clark 
and Rowe, 1971, pp. 38, 71: Islands of 
Western Indian Ocean, Mascarene 
Islands, East Africa & Madagascar, Red 
Sea, S. E. Arabia, Western India & 
Pakistan, Maldive area, Sri Lanka area. 
Bay of Bengal, East Indies, North 
Australia, Philippines, China & Southern 
Japan, South Pacific Islands, Hawaiian 
Islands; (Distribution Table). James, 
1986, p. 580; Lakshadweep & Maldives 
area, Sri Lanka, Andaman & Nicobar 
Islands. (Distribution Table). 
Material: Kadamat, one specimen; Agatti, two 
specimens; Kavaratti. two specimens; Kalpeni, 
one specimen; Minicoy, three specimens, all 
specimens collected from live corals from a 
depth of 1-2 metres. 
Remarks: Fortunately the concentrations of 
this species is negligible in Lakshadweep and 
therefore they do not form a threat to the coral 
reefs at present. 
FAMILY : ASTERINIDAE 
Members belonging to this family are small, 
secretive and are found clinging to the underside 
of rock fragments or concealed in crevices but 
some occur on sandy bottom. Many species 
are brightly coloured but in some the colouration 
is diversified and variable. Three genera are 
recorded for the first time from the Lakshadweep. 
Key to the Genera of the Family 
1. Arms carinate, relatively long R/r 2.0/1 to 
4.0/1 Tegulaster Livi ngstone, 1933 
1'. Arms not carinate, short and triangular R/r 
1.2/1 to 2.0/1 2 
2. Abactinal plates of papular areas all of one 
kind not cresentic or notched for papulae 
Astarina Nardoa, 1834 
2'. Abactinal plates of papular areas of two 
kinds, the larger cresentic or notched for 
papulae Patirilla Verrill, 1913 
Genus Tegulaster Livingstone, 1933 
Only one species is known under this genus 
from the Indian Seas. This genus is recorded 
for the first time from the Lakshadweep. 
Tegulaster Ceylanicus (Doderlein) 
(Fig. 12) 
Tegulaster oeylamcus 
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Disasterina cey/anica Doderlein, 1889, p. 
Sri Lanka. 
825: 
Tegulaster ceylanicus A.M. Clark of Rowe, 1971, 
p 67: Sri Lanka area (Distribution 
Table); James, 1986, P. 580: Laksha-
dweep & Maldive area, Sri Lanka 
Andaman & Nicobar area (Distribution 
Table). 
Material: Agatti, one specimen; Kavaratti, one 
specimen, both collected under coral stones. 
/?e/n0rks : This is a little known species. Colour 
in the living condition is rose-red. It is a first 
record to the Lakshadweep. 
Genus Asteri'na Nardo, 1834 
Only one species is recorded for the first 
time from the Lakshadweep. 
Asterina burtoni Gray, 1840 
Asterina burton/Gray, 1840, P. 289: Red Sea; 
A. M. Clark & Davies, 1966, p 603: 
Maldives; A.M. Clark & Rowe 1971, pp. 
38,68: Islands of Western Indian Ocean, 
Mauritius, East Africa & Madagascar, 
Red Sea, S. E. Arabia, Persian Gulf, 
Western India & Pakistan area, Maldive 
area. Bay of Bengal, East Indies, North 
Australia, Philippines, China & Southern 
Japan, South Pacific Islands. (Distribu-
tion Table) 
Asterina cepheus Bell, 1902, p. 227: Maldives. 
M«r«/'/8/: Amini, one specimen collected under 
coral stones 
flemar/(s: This is one of the most widely 
distributed starfishes. Its small size and its 
habit to attach to underside of boats accounts 
for its wide distribution. 
Genus Patlriella Verrill, 1913 
This genus is recorded for the first time 
from Lakshadweep. Only one species is 
collected. 
Patlriella pseudoexigua Dartnall, 1971 
Asterias exigua Lamarck, 1816, p. 554: Locality 
not known. 
Asterina exigua Koehler, 1910, p. 129: Andaman 
8 Nicobar Islands; H. L. Clark, 1921, p. 
97: Torres Strait, South pacific Islands. 
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Patlriella exigua Fisher, 1919, p. 416: Philip-
pines, East Indies: A. M. Clark & Rowe, 
1971, pp. 38,67: East Africa & Madaga-
car. Bay of Bengal, East Indies, North 
Australia, Philippines, China & Southern 
Japan, South Pacific Islands (Distribu-
tion Table) 
Patlriella pseudotxigua Dartnall, 1971, p. 43: 
Bay; James, 1986,p. 580: Sri Lanka, 
Andaman & Nicobar Islands (Distribu-
tion Table). 
Material: Agatti, two specimens, collected under 
coral stones. 
Remari(s: This small species easily escapes 
observation. It is a new record to the Laksha-
dweep. 
Family ECHINASTERIDAE 
Under this family the genus CIstina is 
collected for the first time from the Lakshadweep. 
Genus C/sf//7s Gray, 1840 
This is a little known genus with one 
species. 
CIstina columbiaa Gray, 1840 
(Fig. 13&14) 
i1»*> TTJ 
Fig. 13 Cistina columbiae 
CIstina columbiae Gray, 1840, p: Locality not 
known; A. M. Clark & Rowe, 1971, pp. 40, 72: 
Mascoure Islands, (Distribution Table). 
Material: CheWat, five specimens, under coral 
stonps. 
Rem§rks: The R of the specimens collected 
CMFRI 
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Fifl. 14 Cistina columbiae (arms regensratingi 
varied from 20-28 mm. [The arms are dissimilar 
in size and in one specimen (Fig. 14) it is in 
process of regerneration. It can easily be 
mistaken for L. multifora in the field. On closer 
observation the spinelets are seen. The colou'' 
in the living condition is rose-pink in patches 
on the dorsal side. It is so far recorded only 
from the Mauritius. According to Miss. A . M . 
Clark (personal communication) MS records are 
available from Peros Banhos in the Chagos 
Archipelago, Guam and Solomon Islands and 
Jangoux has recently recorded it from New 
Caledonia. It is recorded here for the first time 
from the Lakshadweep. 
CLASS: OPHiUROIDEA 
The brittle stars are the smallest of the 
echinoderms and most active of the group. 
Majority of them live among coral reefsand 
under coral stones. Fourteen species are 
coMected of which six are new records. 
Species belonging to six families are 
collected. Species belonging to three families 
recorded for the first time. 
Key to the Families of the Class 
1. Dorsal arm plates rudimentary and often 
fragmented; disc liable to considerable 
distortion when preserved 
OPHIOMYXIDAE 
1'. Dorsal arm plates clearly visible, not 
rudimentary and not fragmented 2 
2. A pair of regular infradental papillae at the 
apex of each jaw below the lowest tooth, 
which is usually wide and square.., 
AMPHIURIDAE 
2'. Apical papillae either multiple or single, 
rarely two 3 
3. Teeth broad and square-tipped with only 
a single papilla (or reduced tooth) if any, 
one or two distal oral papillae, usually well 
spaced from the apex of jaw; one fairly 
large rounded tentacle scale 
OPHIACTIDAE 
3'. Teeth rounded or conical with one or many 
superficial papillae, if oral papillae present 
they form a continuous series up the side 
of the jaw; often more than one tentacle 
scale, or if only one then this may be 
elongated and pointed 4 
4. No oral papillae, each jaw more or less 
crowned with more or less compact cluster 
of apical tooth papillae ..OPHIOTRICHIDAE 
4'. Oral papillae present on the sides of the 
jaws, apically either a cluster of tooth 
papillae or one or a few larger oral papillae 
5 
5. Both tooth papillae and oral papillae 
present, the former usually numerous 
OPHIOCOMIDAE 
5'. Only oral papillae present, usually only one 
apical papilla below the teeth, atmost two 
three; disc scales naked OPHIURIDAE 
Family OPHIOMYXIDAE 
This is a small family with only one genus 
known from the Indian Seas. This genus is 
recorded for the first time from the Lakshadweep. 
Genus Ophiomyxa Muller & Troschel. 1842 
Though twenty species are known under 
this genus only one species is known from the 
the Indian Seas. This is recorded for the first 
time from the Lakshadweep. 
Ophiomyxa australis Lutken, 1869 
Ophiomyxa aurra//s Lutken, 1869, p. 99: Locality 
not known: James, 1969, p. 54: Laksha-
dweep; A. M. Clark & Rowe, 1971, pp. 
78, 92: Islands of Western Indian 
Ocean, Mascre Islands, East Africa & 
Madagascar, Sri Lanka area. Bay of 
^engdl. East Indies, North Australia. 
Philippin98 China & Southern Japan^ 
^ouMi Pacific Islands; (Distribution 
Table), James, 1086, p. 581; Laksha-
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dweep & Maldive area. Gulf of Mannar 
and Palk Bay along the S. E. coast of 
India, Sri Lanka, Andaman and Nicobar 
Islands, (Distribution Table). 
Material: Minicoy, one specimen, collected 
under coral stones. 
Remarks: This species is very rare in the Laksha-
dweep. The colour in the living condition is 
brick red on the dorsal side and pink on the 
ventral side. It was recorded for the first time 
from the Lakshadweep by the author in 1969. 
Family AMPHIURIDAE 
This is large cosmpolitan family. Nearly al| 
members of the family are secretive and inactive, 
living buried in mud and sand or in the 
crannies of dead coral, shells or irregular 
rock fragments. Only one genus is collected 
from the Lakshadweep. 
Genus Amphipholis Ljungman, 1866 
Only one species is known from the Indian 
Seas. 
Amphipholis squamata (Delle Chiaje, 1829) 
Asterias squamata Delle Chiaje, 1829, p. 74: 
Locality not known. 
Amphipholis squamata H. L. Clark, 1921, p. 
106: Torres Strait; Ely, 1942, p. 36. 
Hawaii, Thomas, 1962: Florida, James, 
1969, p. 54: Gulf of Mannar, A . M . 
Clark, & Rowe, 1971, pp. 80, 99 
Islands of Western Indian Ocean, East 
Africa & Madagascar, S. E. Arabia, 
Western India &- Pakistan area. East 
Indies, Hawaiian Islands (Distribution 
Table); James, 1986, p. 581: Gulf of 
Mannar & Palk Bay along the South 
East coast of India, Andaman & Nicobar 
Islands (Distribution Table). 
Material: Chetlat, two specimens, under coral 
stones. 
Remarks : It has very wide distribution occurring 
in most of the Indo-Pacific region. Also reported 
from the Atlantic, St. Helena, Tobago and 
Bermuda. It is reported here for the first time 
from the Lakshadweep. 
Family OPHIACTIDAE 
It is a small family with a few genera. 
Only one genus is collected from the Laksha-
dweep. 
Genus Ophiactis Lutken, 1856 
Only two species are known from the Indian 
Seas. One species is collected from the 
Lakshadweep. 
Ophiactis savignyi (Muller & Troschel, 1842) 
Ophioiapis savignyi Muller & Troschel, 1842, 
p. 95: Egypt. 
Ophiactis savigrtyi A. M. Clark & Davies, 1966, 
p. 599: Maldives; James, 1069, 55 
Gulf of Mannar, Palk Bay, Lakshadweep; 
A. M. Clark & Rowe, 1971, pp. 82, 103 
Islands of Western Indian Ocean, 
Mascarene Islands, East Africa & Mada-
gascar, Red Sea, S. E. Arabia, Persian 
Gulf, Western India Pakistan, Maldive 
area, Sri Lanka area, Bay of Bengal, 
East Indies, North Australia, Philippines. 
China & Southern Japan, South Pacific 
Islands, Hawaiian Islands; (Distribution 
Table). Nagabhushanam & Rao, 1972, 
p. 289: Minicoy Atoll; James, 1986, p. 
581: Lakshadweep & Maldive area. 
Gulf of Mannar & Palk Bay along the 
S.E. Coast of India; Sri Lanka, Andaman 
& Nicobar Area (Distribution Table). 
Material: Minicoy, two specimens, collected 
from coral crevices. 
Remarks : According to H. L Clark (1946) this 
is the most common brittle star in the world. 
It is tropicopolitan in distribution. 
Family OPHIOTRICHIDAE 
This is a large family with several genera. 
Most of the species are associated with corals 
and sponges. Species belonging to two genera 
are collected. 
Key to the genera of the family 
Radial shields large; arms usually 9-20 times the 
disc diameter Macrophiothrix H.L. Clark, 
1938 
Radial shields small; arms four or five times the 
disc diameter Ophiothrix Muller &Troscel, 
1840 
Genus Macrophiothrix H.L. Clark, 1938 
Only one species is collected under this 
genus. This is a new record to the Lakshadweep. 
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Macrophiothrix longipeda (Lamarck, 1816) 
Ophiura longipeda Lamarck, 1816, p. 544: 
IVIauritius. 
Macrophiothrix longipeda H.L.Clark, 1938, p. 
288: Australia; A. M. Clark & Davies, 
1966, p. 648: Maldives; A. M. Clark, 
& Rowe, 1971, pp. 82. 114: Islands, of 
the Western Indian Ocean, Mascarene 
Islands, East Africa 8- IVIadagascar, 
Maldive area, Sri Lanka area, East 
Indies, North Australia, Philippines, 
China & Southern Japan, South Pacific 
Islands, (Distribution Table) 
Material: Chetlat, two specimens; Kiltan, two 
specimens; Kadmat, one specimen; Androth, one 
specimen, all collected under coral stones buried 
in sand. 
Remarks : The length of the arms were 11.5 to 
15 times the diameter of the disc. It is recorded 
here for the first time from the Lakshadweep. 
Ophiothrix (Keystonea) nereidina (Lamarck 1840) 
Ophiura nereidina Lamarck, 1840, p. 224: 
Australian Seas. 
Ophiothrix nereidina Bell, 1902, p. 229: Laksha-
dweep, Maldives; Nagabhushanam & 
Rao, 1972, p. 289: Minicoy Atoll. 
Ophiothrix {Keystonea) nereidina James, 1969, 
p. 55: Gulf of Mannar, Lakshadweep; 
A. M. Clark & Rowe, 1971, pp. 86, 107; 
Mascarene Islands, East Africa & Mada-
gascar, Sri Lanka area. Bay of Bengal, 
East Indies, North Australia, Philippines, 
China & Southern Japan, South Pacific 
Islands (Distribution Table); James, 
1986, p. 582: Gulf of Mannar and Palk 
Bay along the S. E. Coast of India, Sr> 
Lanka (Distribution Table). 
Material: Bitra, one specimen, collected from 
from coral crevice. 
Family OPHIOCOMIDAE 
Members belonging to this Family are 
generally large with conspicuos colouration and 
active habits. Three genera are collected of 
which one is collected for the first time from 
Lakshadweep. 
Key to the genera of the Family 
1. Six armed fissiparous forms, size small; disc 
diameter rearly more than 5 mm, tentacle 
scale one Ophiocomella k. H. Clark, 
1939 
1' . Normally five arms, most specimens large, 
even upto 30 mm in disc diameter; usually 
two tentacle scales 2 
2. Dorsal side of the disc with dense coat of 
rounded granules Ophiocoma Agassiz, 
1836 
2'. Disc armed with spines, sometimes in 
combination with granules 
Ophiomastix Muller & Troschel 1842 
Genus Ophiocomella A. H. C\aik, 1939 
Only one species is known under this genus 
from the Indian Seas. This is recorded for 
the first time from the Lakshadweep. 
Ophiocomella sexradia (Duncan, 1887) 
Ophiocnida sexradia Duncan, 1887, p. 92: 
Mergui Archipelago. 
Ophiocomella sexradia James, 1969, p. 56: Palk 
Bay, Lakshadweep, Andaman, A. M. 
Clark & Rowe, 1971, pp. 86, 118; 
Islands of Western Indian Ocean, East 
Africa & Madagascar, Red Sea, Maldive 
area, Philippines, China & Southern 
Japan, South Pacific Islands, Hawaiian 
Islands (Distribution Table); James, 
1986, p. 582: Lakshadweep & Maldives, 
Gulf of Mannar & Palk Bay along the 
S. E. Coast of India Sri Lanka Andaman 
Nicobar Area. 
Material: Chetlat, two specimens, Bitra, one 
specimen; Kiltan, two specimens. 
Remarks : This species easily escapes observat-
ion in the field because of its small size and 
cryptic habits, it is often found associated with 
algae. It was recorded for the first time from 
Lakshadweep by the author in 1969. 
Genus Ophiocoma Agassiz, 1836 
This is a well marked and conspicuous 
genus with several species on the coral reefs of 
India. Five species are collected from the 
Lakshadweep of which one is a new record. 
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Key to the species of the genus 
1. Interbrachial areas on the ventral side with 
a number of conspicuous circular scales 
0. anaglyptica Ely, 1944 
1'. Interbrachial areas on the ventral side with 
no enlarged circular scales 2 
2. Disc marked with beautiful pattern of 
radiating golden lines on a dark background 
0. pica Muller & Troschel, 1842 
2'. Disc either uniformly dark or variegated 
or light green 3 
3. Disc sparcely covered by granules 4 
3', Disc densely covered by granules 5 
4. Colour uniformly dark dorsally and ventrally 
0. erinaceus IVluller & Troschel, 1842 
4'. Colour variegated, sometimes dark brown 
dorsally but always lighter ventrally 
0. scolopendrina Lamarck, 1816 
5. Disc pale in colour (brown or light yellow) 
often with a shade of light green 
O. brevipes Peters, 1851 
5'. Colour of the disc either uniformly dark or 
variegated with reticulated pattern or spots 
0. dentata IVluller & Troschel, 1842 
Ophiocoma anaglyptica Ely, 1944 
Ophiocoma anag/yptica Ely, 1944,373: Canton 
Island; James, 1969, p. 56: Laksha-
dweep; A. M. Clark & Rowe, 1971, pp. 
86,118: South Pacific Islands (Distribu-
tion Table), James, 1986, p. 582: 
Lakshadweep and Maldive area (Distri-
bution Table). 
l\Aateriai: Chetlat, eight specimens from reef flat. 
/?emaAA;5 : This species can easily be mistaken 
for O. scoiopendrina in the field. It is mostly 
associated with live corals. It was listed from 
the Lakshadweep for the first time by the author 
in 1969. 
Ophiocoma pica Muller & Troschel 1842 
Ophiocoma pica Muller & Troschel, 1842, p. 
101 : Locality not known; H.L.Clark, 
1921, p. 127 : Torres Strait; James, 
1969, p. 56 : Lakshadweep, Nicobar, 
Red Sea; A . M . Clark & Rowe, 1971, 
pp. 86, 118: Islands of Wester Indian 
Ocean, Mascarere Islands, East Africa & 
Madagascar, Red Sea, S. E. Arabia, 
Maldive area, Sri Lanka area. East 
Indies, North Australia, Philippines, 
China & Southern Japan, South Pacific 
Islands, Hawaiian Islands; (Distribution 
Table). James 1986, p. 58 ' : Laksha-
dweep & Maldive Area, Sri Lanka 
(Distribution Table). 
Material: Chetlat, one specimen; Kadamat, one 
specimen; Kavaratti, two specimens, all collected 
from live coral branches. 
Remarlis : This species appears to live beyond 
the low tide mark. It appears to live among live 
corals. One of the most beautiful brittle stars 
in the living condition. 
Ophiocoma erinaceus Muller & Troschel, 1842 
Ophiocoma eA//;scew5 Muller & Troschel, 1842; 
p. 98: Red Sea; Bell, 1902, p. 228: 
Lakshadweep & Maldives; James, 1969, 
p. 56: Andamans, Lakshadweep, Mascara 
Islands, Red Sea; A. M. Clark & Rowe, 
1971, pp. 86, 119: Islands of Western 
Indian Ocean, Mauritius, East Africa & 
Madagascar, Red Sea, S. E. Arabia, 
Maldive Area, Sri Lanka area. Bay of 
Bengal, East Indies, North Australia, 
Philippines, China & Southern Japan, 
South Pacific Islands, Hawaiian Islands 
(Distribution Table); James, 1986, p. 
582: Lakshadweep & Maldive Area, 
Gulf Mannar and Palk Bay along S. E. 
coast of India, Andaman and Nicobar 
Area. (Distribution Table); Nagabhusha-
nam&Rao, 1972, p. 289: Minicoy Atoll. 
l\Aateri8i: Chetlat, two specimens, Kiltan, one 
specimen; Kadamat, one specimen; Amini, two 
specimens; Androth, two specimens, all speci-
mens, collected under coral stones. 
Remarl<s: This species is usually found near the 
low water mark, It has very limited distribution 
in the intertidal region unlike 0. scolopendrina 
which occurs from the supra-littoral zone to the 
infra littoral zone. This species does not exhibit 
autotomy to a marked degree like 0. scolopend-
rina. 
Ophiocoma scolopendrina (Lamarck) 
Ophiura scopendrina Lamarck, 1840, p. 223: 
Mauritius. 
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Ophiocoma scolopendrina Muller 8- Troschel, 
1842, p. 101 : Locality not known 
Bell,1902, p. 228: Lakshadweep; James, 
1969, p. 56: Andamans, Lakshadweep, 
Red Sea, Mauritius: A.M. Clark & Rowe, 
1971, pp. 86,119: Islands of the Western 
Indian Ocean, Mascarene Islands, 
East Africa & Madagascar, Red Sea, 
S. E. Arabia, Persian Gulf, Maldive 
Area, Bay of Bengal, East Indies, North 
Australia, Philippines, China & Southern 
Japan, South Pacific Islands, Hawaiian 
Islands; Nagabhushanam 8-Rao, 1972, 
p. 289: Minicoy Atoll; James, 1986, p. 
582 : Lakshadweep & Maldive Area, 
Gulf of Mannar & Palk Bay along the 
S.E. Coast of India, Sri Lanka, Andaman 
& Nicobar Islands (Distribution Table) 
Material: Kiltan, several specimens; Kadamat, 
three specimens Amini, several specimens; 
Kalpeni, two specimens; Minicoy, several 
specimens. 
Remarks : This is the most common species 
under the genus Ophiocoma: It occupies a very 
extended zone in the intertidal region from the 
supra-littoral region to the low water mark. It 
is some what gregareous. 
Ophiocoma brevipes Peters 
(Fig. 15) 
Ophiocoma brevipes Peters, 1851, p. 465: 
Mozambique; Bell, 1902, p. 225; 
Maldives, Lakshadweep; James, 1969, 
p. 56; Andamans, Lakshadweep A. M. 
Clark & Rowe, 1971, pp. 86, 119: 
Islands of the Western Indian Ocean, 
Mascarene Islands, East Africa & Mada-
gacar, Maldive area, Sri Lanka area. 
Bay of Bengal, East Indies, North 
Australia, Philippines, China & Southern 
Japan, South Pacific Islands, Hawiian 
Islands (Distribution Table); Nagabhus-
hanam & Rao, 1972, p. 289: Minicoy 
Atoll; James 1986, p. 582: Lakshadweep 
e- Maldive area, Andaman Nicobar 
Islands. (Distribution Table). 
Material: Chetlat, two specimens; Kadamat, one 
specimen; Minicoy, two specimens, all collected 
under coral stones. 
Remarks: It is much rarer species than others. 
It can draw all its arms and fold them closely 
over the disc and hide in a small crevice. The 
lowermost spines of the proximal arm segments 
are flat and help in digging in sand. It can with-
stand long hours of exposure for it is found near 
the high water mark. There is not much autotorny 
in this species. 
Ophiocoma dentata Muller & Troschel, 1842 
(Fig. 16) 
Fig. IS Ophiocoma brevipes 
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Fig. 16 Ophiocoma dentate 
Ophiocoma dentate Muller & Troschel, |1842, !P ' 
99: Locality not known; A. M. Clark d 
Rowe, 1971, pp. 86, 119: Islands of the 
Western Indian Ocean, Mascarene 
Islands, East Africa & Madagascar, 
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Maldive area. North Australia, Philip-
pines, China 8- Southern Japan, South 
Pacific, Hawaiian Islands (Distribution 
Table); James, 1986, p. 582: Laksha-
dweep 0- Maldive Area, Andaman and 
Nicobar Area (Distribution Table). 
Ophiocoma insularia Nagabhushanam Et Rao, 
1972, p. 289: Minicoy Atoll. 
Ophiocoma brevipes var. variegate James, 1969, 
p. 56: Andamans & Lakshadweep. 
Material: Chetlat, two specimens; Kiltan, several 
specimens; Kadamat, three specimens; Amini 
and Minicoy, several specimens, all specimens 
collected from underside of coral stones. 
Remarlcs : This species is very common in Amini 
and Minicoy. Two colour forms, one with 
reticulated pattern on the disc and the other 
with black spots have been collected. Due to 
different colour patterns it was recorded under 
several names. 
Genus Optilomastix Muller 8- Troschel, 1842 
One species is known from the Lakshadweep. 
Optilomastix annulosa (Lamark, 1840) 
(Fig. 17) 
FiQ. 17 Ophiomastix annulosa Dried specimen) 
Optiiura annu/osa Lamarck, 1840, p. 222: 
Locality not known. 
Ophiomastix annuiosa Muller & Troschel, 1842, 
p. 107: Japan; Bell, 1902, p. 229: 
Lakshadweep; James, 1969, p. 56: 
Andamans, Lakshadweep; Nagabhusha-
nam & Rao, 1972, p. 289: Minicoy 
Atoll. A. M. Clark & Rowe, 1971, pp. 
86,120: Maldive area, Sri Lanka area. 
Bay Bengal, East Indies, North Australia, 
Philippines, China & Southern Japan, 
South Pacific Islands (Distribution 
Table) 
Materiai: Minicoy, one specimen, collected 
under coral stones. 
Remari(s : This species appears to be very rare 
in Lakshadweep. 
Family OPHIURIDAE 
This is a large Family with several genera. 
The disc is covered by scales or plates and the 
arm spines are small and apressed which are 
characterstic of the family. From the Laksha-
dweep only two genera are recorded. 
Key to the genera of the Family 
The scales on the dorsal and ventral side of 
the disc and the dorsal arm plates are surrounded 
by small scales Ophioelegans James, 1981 
The scales on the dorsal and ventral side of the 
disc and the dorsal arm plates are not surrounded 
by small scales Ophiolep/s Muller & 
Troschel, 1842 
Genus Ophioelegans James, 1981 
This genus is described by James (1981). 
It has only one species. 
Ophioelegans cincta (Muller & Troschel, 1842) 
Ophiolepis cincta Muller & Troschel, 1842, p. 
90: Red Sea; A. M. Clark, & Davies, 
1966, p. 603: Maldives; A . M . C l a r k * 
Rowe, 1971 pp. 90, 129: Islands of 
Western Indian Ocean, Mascarene 
Islands. East Africa & Madgascar, 
Red Sea, S. E. Arabia, Maldives, Sri 
Lanka area. Bay of Bengal, East Indies, 
North Australia, Philippines, China & 
Southern Japan, South Pacific Islands 
(Distribution Table). 
Ophioelegans cincta James, 1981, p. 15: Port 
Blair (South Andamans) 
Material: Kavaratti, one specimen, collected 
under coral stones. 
Remar/cs : This species is very rare and only one 
specimen could be collected. It is recorded 
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here for the first time from the Lakshadweep. 
Ophiolepis superba H. L. Clark, 1938 
Ophiolepis annulosa Muller <& Troschel, 1842, 
p. 89: Locality not known. 
Ophiolepis superba H. L. Clark, 1915, p. 89: 
Sri Lanka; A. M Clark & Rowe, 1971, 
pp. 90, 126: Islands of Western Indian 
Ocean, Mascarene Islands. East Africa 
& Madagascar, Red Sea, S. E. Arabia, 
Maldives Sri Lanka Area, Bay of Bengal, 
East Indies, North Australia, Philippines, 
China & Southern Japan, South Pacific 
islands. (Distribution Table); James, 
1986, p. 582: Lakshadweep & Maldives, 
Sri Lanka, Andaman & Nicobar Islands. 
(Distribution Table). 
i\/laterial: Kavaratti, one specimen, collected 
under coral stones. 
Remarks : This inert brittle star is very beautiful 
in the living condition. It is recorded for the 
first time from the Lakshadweep. 
CLASS ECHINOIDEA 
Sea urchins are large and conspicuous 
element of the coral reefs. They live in diverse 
habitats. Some of them bore into coral rocks 
while some live buried under sand. Some of 
them with long pointed spines and large 
pedicellariae are dangerous to handle in the 
field. The roe of some species of sea urchins 
are considered as delicacy and have good 
market in Japan. This class is divided into two 
Sub-classes. 
Key to tfte Sub-C/ass of the Class 
Test globular, or spherical; anus inside the apical 
system of plates REGULARIA 
Test heart-shaped or flattened; anus out side the 
apical system of plates... IRREGULARIA 
SUB-CLASS: REGULARIA 
Members of sea urchins belonging to this 
sub-class have a round profile with the peristome 
and periproct occupying central positions at oral 
and aboral poles respectively. Members belong-
ing to four Orders have been collected and 
reported in this present work. 
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Key to the orders of the sub-class 
1. Primary spines large, widely separated, 
contransting markedly with numerous, small 
secondary spines CIDAROIDEA 
1'. Primary and secondary spines not markedly 
contransting in size 2 
2 Epiphyses of the Aristotle's lantern fused 
across the top of each pyramid teeth keeled 
CAMARODONTA 
2'. Epiphyses of the Aristotle's lantern not 
fused across the top of each pyramid. . . .3 
3. Spines lack a cortex and are solid or 
provided with a narrow lumen; 
AULODONTA 
3'. Spines are solid with or without cortex 
teeth unkeeled STIRODONTA 
ORDER CIDAROIDEA 
Only one Family is known under this Order 
Family CIDARIDAE 
Two genera are collected under this Family 
from the Lakshadweep. 
Key to the genera of the family 
Pores in adult specimens distinctly conjugate, 
collar of primary spines usually with red or 
purple spots or stripe 
Prionocidaris A. Agassiz, 1863 
Pores not conjugate or atleast sub-conjugate; 
collar of primary spines not spotted or stripped 
with red or purple: primary spines slender or 
coarse, usually not tapering; 'hairs' on the 
surface of the shaft anastomosing and forming 
a thick spongy coat Eucidaris Pomel; 1883 
Genus Priocidaris A. Agassiz, 1863 
Only one species is collected under this 
genus. 
Prionocidaris veiticillata (Lamarck, 1816) 
(Fig. 18) 
Cidarites verticillata Lamarck; 1816, p. 56: 
Locality not known. 
Prionocidaris verticillata A. M. Clark & Rowe, 
1971, pp. 140,151: Islands or Western 
Indian ocean, Mascarene Islands, East 
Africa & Madagascar, Maldive area, 
113 
• 'j=i^ fe PrionocidarisZverticellata 
Bayi'of Ben^at 'Sfest sindiet/ncHbrtft; 
- Australia, Philippinesj^hiwi 8 Sbuthem 
Japaijy. y^waji^i^i^ Jsjan^ds (Distribution 
Table);' James, issdr p. "583 Lal<sha-
..clU/ee|}<igi-r;M8ld>ive />iiiea,l Andaman & 
Nicobar Islands (pistribution Table) 
Materia/: Chetlat, several specimens; Kiltan, 
thi-bg'''^ sif<eBinieHg,'' boHiSfe't^ ir6rn --dSado/ioral 
branches. 
Remarks f^iaJHrery'^^aiftlftil'ie^'^urBhlrt In living 
cQn£|]tij9fTi \^itl?, sy(icwi(^ tricQj, .^Rjflfs,. \^jth ,annu|;. 
q^d j-j^inf}^>f S(>ijn9s,j T^js^p^'^ji^^^^ w"^ s fpv|id 
to live in the midst of dead. coral branches^ 
W ^ p | h | j pcjrals^  br^^Rpjieis.,^^ broken the sea 
urchin is exposed. 
'deniikM/i^ar/i^Pbii lBH'lISS' 
0hly^ b^e«;spe%!4e« iSiknovv^4>^Mar1hi&>genM9v 
fWfri thb UaKfehadvueep !^; 
^f i /^f/^vnefu/f jT* (LarTi§^k^ji|l'i^ 
C/£/ar/Y^j/7^fy/ar/^ U^jPff^ l^ .,^ ,^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^ East 
Indies. 
Cidaris metularia Bell, 1902, x2p. 230: Majjc^y,^, 
Eucidaris metularia A. M. Clark 8- Davies, 1966, 
^" ^ ' p.itt i^: ' 'yaidi^^i ' ' :X?^;^i( i#k%i^6We, 
1971, pp, f4o,l'"i'^0; Islands of the 
Wg%t(?rnl;njl|Sn£9cef5\,.^sc|fjenBj?l|iXds 
East Africa ,!^^JV(lj?cjgg|a^c3r,,,|led Sea, 
Maldive area, Shri Lanka are Bay of 
'^ B^rV^al, 'East WdVfes, Nbrtti^^ustrali*}. 
'P'fiiffppt^s, (Hi(ina¥ Sduttiwrt Japan, 
'^S&ttth 1*aeffHir^ 1sl'anaS; HaSN^Hah Islands 
''(^biilVibu^fefl Wlii&Jf N^giew!i#hanam & 
m 
f^il3fiSL2,3tU,(SiMlnieoyiAtoH{!tJatnsferi 
1986, p. 582: Lakshadweep & Maldive 
*]fltreafli'^ lLaN<a-#'iAflwtemaii ^VNi^i^bar 
Islands (Distribution Table). 
Material: AndfoJd»!,j ©nevt^ae^inoQ.'. collected 
under coralstones. 
o pF^ IR^ l ^U^pO^T^^ , 
• p.nqler:tHfs',t)r(tef species'belong to one 
mily.have,, been cplFected: 
\Fih)iiy)DtAlD£M^l@AE 
oiti liMOrifiWfflPraiijLra, IWPWno &•««"» fttWJ Laksha-
dweepL " 
' teib"fe"g'^fi^rdof1he'Fdrt^W 
Primary ambulacral tuNf^iisnliatagotirl^^o regular 
series; ^mbulacral spines not peculiar; no spines 
d^liuccal pl^S!:^^ Mde^'mi' 
Priniary qmbulacral tubercles very small; aboral 
SteiC !'?^:''!.'^ ?!..;^>!l^^/^^^^6s;^^&5§: 
Genus p/0c/e^a Gray 
Two species are collected under this genus. 
Bc^tH'bf^ i^ sfre'^ne^^t^cdt'ds 16^  t h * li«<;^ha-
Large trjaentage'^' p^dfc^^Hyri^'^^hiosilf \A)ifli'' 
1llinleff778^^ 
Tridentate pediceliariae leaf or spo£ta>^%PSd3 
tapering slightly to a rounded distal end 
•u^-j «\i \o ^^\i^i^j,;^]Vli6HelW/^1845 
^t^^f^^ iJ«OS4y/W'i(fc4gkepl77aX 
Echinometra setosa Leske, 177lB,"^p' SlS: l^asf 
tHdiifene 
D«</e/n. Mfosum A. M. 6Taft^ ^ ^ i ^ ^ \W^ 
PPAlAfidJSlH I^^Jf^SffngJglands, East 
Africa & Madagascar, Red Sea, S. E. 
!Ari#iaisSrJr1iefakia wsaicBay^ftnifM^gal' 
tSBtilridis^iNoTj^tAustralia/fiffljywpiQSg 
G h i i w * Southeiai JfipfLfho Soylh .Pif qifig 
isJahobivl (D<iMciil»atpfti iTa&Jf);.vic4%iWfe 
*98fii pnSfiS: dSeriLa^^joAnjtsmffl ^ 
Nicobar iaiahda/COsisiyfefilraip.T^ptlbqs! 
Material; Kiltan, four specimens, collected under 
stones 
l^tamk\Q^X\^k^\h3Afi^Bcx^a^i]t\Maktox\\, one 
specj(nt^ j!i§l<i!Q;lilflcte!(itiiancteiit8)e<ili£atOji»» on the 
Bamarks: It is dangerous to handle this ssa 
urchin in live condition since the sharp spines 
snter into the hand. It is recorded for the first 
time from the Lakshadweep. 
Diadema savignyi Michelin, 1845 
f>ladema savignyi Michelin, 1845, p. 15 : 
Mauritius; A . M . Clark & Rowe, 1971, 
pp. 140, 153: Islands of Western Indian 
Ocean, Mascarene Islands, East Africa 
& Madagascar, S.E. Arabia, Sri Unka, 
East Indies, North Australia, Philippines 
China & Southern Japan, South Pacific 
Islands (Distribulfon" Table); James, 
ISSe-m p. 583: Sri LanRd, Andaman & 
Nicobar Area (Distribution Table). 
M9tMat\Qi\Bt\a^, two specjehnenis^ oiiol lected 
I ) uiader corat stdnes.. 
5; This ?Recies is so far npt recorded 
i^m the jyialdives ^though' tlhe British 
Museum has specimens from Maldives. 
ilt iSirecorded hwefoji the fast tiftrai,frtifti\ 
ths' Lakshadweep. n 
G(k\\h'£bhlribthrtx Petefsi^lSBS ; 
T'tmspecl^satftlr^m the J;aksh*fyi9#R; 
Key to the i^^dtikWigBrUj^ '•" 
Primary %eraMH^^f^|-^ ^i 'n^s'"dl^tJti i i t l^ verti-
Qllffltef!,bWli<Hi§LpJftgS tggejijpr;, ,^pir)^ rf^^{\ve\v 
brittle, inner cavity more than half diametfj;,,c>fj 
spine; larger spines commonly banded 
, CGX i .^H^M:nuE.•^i^hffl^lm:>\Pme^^ 774) 
(Oi. .ij; I ^ 
Primary interambulacral spines distinctly striated, 
vvitifeft Whbr1s>> r#1iili^ efy-st6Utl,- i^rifii6r- ij^ >^Hy ^ 
than half diameter; unicol6tfl*H' v.M'''£//a(/»/na 
Echihotfirik ttlamarfi P i 11 as'/ H 774) 
Epf^ws^ialiffn^risPallas, 1774,jj. 3^j J^st Indies 
imiythfJiccalarfiamAi 1V1. Glarlc £^  rtiiWe, 1971 
t>p, i'40;-153: Islertds of ' t f tP Western 
IntKan^Ofeeart-," MascareWei Isfinds, East 
Wfrfctf&jiastSIndies, ^drth'Australia, 
Philippines,- China & SbBlheSn Japan, 
:iS0Uth^P»:if ic .Istancis> •HaWfl'i^ lan Islands 
^Eistributton iTabla): Na^Uaicbhanam & 
)Baoi^  1i97aiip4t280&MiniGiof ^ Atoll. 
reef. 
^UH'h 
^ ^ f ^ ^f^^Sm^^mmbiiM 
Echinus diadema L\ur\ae\xs, 1758, p. 664: Loca-
. . .1.^ . , . „ , . , ( « ,,; 
Echmothm dia49rm BeibiSaZ, l)cii230 JdVladtfw 
.^,>^ j^ J«m#feri)9§9kdi;v Sftnib t^esbteSweBW! 
:;oA.,M,iCI^^ISo•&l!cPo««oc.ai97 ijirpp. nh\^& 
153: Islands of the Western Indjaoiftewfti 
Mascarene Islands, East Africa & Mad-
aga9(;«i;j!B@ctjS6aAS E3je<ii&ia, Maldive 
area, Sri Lanka area, Bay of Bengal, 
-^E^if r l i de^ !N8k l ^5Ve^% H i f l t ^nes 
China & Southern Japan, ^M^S-^f^ 
y^\^^\ ^%'mm^-&is^^^^ > i^flvvaiian 
Islands (Distribution Table); Nagabhu-
eno^^atrt^^RicS?^^ 8^i^,^."^0?2 ^ f r f i co / 
specimen; Amini, t w g ^ l ^ ^ f l ^ g ^ J%>^gt^^^,Qtwc^ 
^'&\^Wi'M'&^^' °"® specimen. 
Remarks: This s|nsJieknffiqMid»tan)AtmoHiahanS;: 
b9JoOh<tV> ^•cit«§ft8Bbemhaiif96\§if1dnl§t'fttnily 
are known from the Lakshadft»»^^il2>l6J arlJ moil 
^<VNV^i5>^St©IVW«^BUSt^D^EVs)\ 
'^ "^Thim^i>ni l f lWson!^ ' *=y iMjs.2" f f t?H' iP 
bP'^ai l lJ t ia 'W^f tm"£aKshadwaeg"°"="^ ' "°^ 
Genus 5(pmop/7ety5f0« L,,Agassiz, 184A , ,_ 
-uaiqanooiii oris fiBma SBi'iBilaoiDgq auo'OTidolO 
I ^ o bray'iSifw^spicS^^SIifWyyhFn under this gerfti^ 
St6ltl^^rmntesfvaiidiinis^>^!3msi^^P^^) 
&^mm \^ftoi*'m >LimiP«Mpo si epts>.e47:sDdc\tifi9 
Stomopneustes i/awb^l'/ySkoehler, 1927, p. 103: 
{ i / l^caj^r^ ls ig f l f l f r ,6§h{b^^ %uM«5t5 
agascar, S.E. Atai^,^)fi/^U'S't^S & Paki-
stan, Maldive, area; China Et Southern 
-JaijW^?St/y\h^a{ai>f(F1^l»nd*^l;t«^l»ftli 
t ^ 4m^\ N%^alMi&hfi8mfS%(ao, 1972 
pl.Hi29CK'^qefifi{^o/'^ftfll; ' ^ J ^ s , 1986, 
fc^5S3.2Ltf(«««Kf*S^% WiMve Area, 
:G^lfi(»6ri#hi^§rYa^di3Ptiai^>'B&V on the 
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Indian side; Sri Lanka, Andaman 8-
Material: Chetlat, two specimens; Kiltan, two * ! ^ ^ ^ B | ^ ? S f ^ i ' ^ ^ ^ 
specimens collected undercoral stones. ^ i . ^^^H^^^V- l "*^^ ' ^ ' ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ J ^ ^ ^ ^ T H 
lagoon where the water is always calm, they j l j ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ f ^ ^ ^ S 
like Visakhapatnam where there is heavy wave 'K*"'^^^^^^^-^^^^K^S^'^Ii " ^S^^^^^ l 
action this species burrows into rock for -j'- ^^mf^^^^^7^^^^^£T^''^'*^^^^^ 
Key to the familits of the order ^''^- '"^  T^ rxopneusfes pileolus 
\. Test sculptured by pits and depressions Philippines, China & Southern Japan, 
TEIVINOPLEURIDAE South Pacific Islands (Distribution 
Table); James, 1986, p. 583: Gulf of 
r . Test not sculptured by pits and depressions..2 Mannar & Palk Bay along the South 
2. Gill cuts sharp and deep ^ast coast of India, Sri Lanka, Andaman 
TOXOPNEUSTIDAE ^ Nicobar Islands (Distribution Table). 
2'. Gill cuts not sharp and deep Material: Kadamat, two specimens, on both 
ECHINOMETRIDAE occasions collected among live corals. 
Family TOXOPNEUSTIDAE Remarks : In the living condition it has the 
habit of covering itself with bits of corals and 
Under this family two genera are collected pieces of algae. It is recorded here for the first 
from the Lakshadweep. time from the Lakshadweep. 
Key to the genera of the family Genus/"r/pneusfes L. Agassiz, 1841 
Globiferous pedicellariae very large and Only one species is collected under this 
conspicuous Toxopneustes L. Agassiz, genus. 
1841 
Tripneustes gratilla (Linnaeus, 1758) 
Globiferous pedicellariae small and inconspicu- (Fig. 20) 
ous Tripneusters L. Agassiz, 1841 , . .„ , . .__„ „ ^ . , ,., 
Echinus gratilla Linnaeus, 1758, p. 664: Locality 
Genus roxo/jneusrM L Agassiz, 1841 not known. 
Only one species is collected under this species. Tripneustes gratilla A. M. Clark & Davies, 1966, 
p. 399 : Maldives; James, 1969, p. 57: 
Toxopneustes pileolus (Lamarck) Qulf of Mannar, Nicobar, Mauritius, 
(Fig- 19) Red Sea; A . M . Clark & Rowe, 1971, 
Echinus pileolus Lamarck, 1816, p. 45: Mas- PP. 142,156: Islands of Western Indian 
carene Islands. Ocean, Mascarene Islands, East Africa 
& Madgascar, Red Sea, S. E. Arabia, 
Toxopneustes pileolus A. M. Clark & Rowe, Maldive area, Sri Lanka area. Bay of 
1971, pp. 142, 156: Islands of Western Bengal, East Indies, North Australia, 
Indian Ocean, Mascarene Islands, East Philippines, China & Southern Japan, 
Africa & Madagascar, S. E. Arabia, Sri South Pacific Islands, (Distribution 
Lanka area. Bay of Bengal, East indies. Table); Nagabhusahnam & Rao, 1972, 
^"•^ CMFRi 
Fig. 20 Tripneusies gratilla 
p. 290: Minicoy Atoll;-Jannes 1986, p. 
583. Lakshadweep & Maldives, Gulf of 
Mannar & Palk Bay along S. E. Coast 
of India, Sri Lanka, Andaman & Nicobar 
Islands (Distribution Table). 
Material: Chetlat, several specimens; Kiitan, 
several specimens; Kadamat, three specimens; 
Amini, several specimens; Kalpeni, two speci-
mens, all specimens collected in the lagoons on 
algal beds. 
Remarks : This species is common in the lagoon 
at Amini. The ripe gonads of this species are of 
export value and are considered as a delicay in 
Japan. 
Family TEMNOPLEURIDAE 
Only two genera are collected under this 
Family from the Lakshadweep. 
Key to the Genera of the Family 
Primary tubercles distinctly crenulated; coronal 
plates with small sutural pits or none 
Salmacis L. Agassiz, 1841 
Primary tubercles not crenulated; interambulacrai 
plates low and numerous; pore pairs distinctly 
biserial Mespila Agassix & Desor, 1846 
Genus Salmacis L. Agasszi, 1841 
Two species are known from the Laksha-
dweep. Only one species is collected during 
the survey. 
Key to the Species of the Genus 
Primary spines violet in colour; in the living 
condition covers itself with bits of shells, coral 
pieces etc S. vitgulata L. Agassiz 1846 
Primary spines banded with red and yellow 
colours; in the living condition does not cover 
with bits of shells and coral pieces 
S. bicolor L. Agassiz, 1846 
Salmacis virgulata L. Agassiz & Desor 1846 
Salmacis virgulata L. Agassiz & Desor, 1846, 
p. 359: Sri Lanka; A. M. Clark & Rowe, 
1971, pp. 140, 156: Sri Lanka, Bay of 
Bengal, East Indies, Philippines (Distri-
bution Table); James, 1986, p. 583: 
Gulf of Mannar & Palk Bay on the 
Indian side; Sri Lanka. 
Material: Androth, one specimen, collected on 
the reef flat. 
Remarks : This species appears to be very rare. 
This is also not recorded from the Maldives. It 
is reported here for the first time from the 
Lakshadweep. 
Genus Mespila Agassiz & Desor, 1846 
Only one species is collected under this 
genus, 
Mespila globulus (Linnaeus, 1758; 
Echinus globulus Linnaeus, 1778, p. 664: 
Locality not known. 
Mespila globulus A. M. Clark & Rowe, 1971, pp. 
140,155: Bay of Bengal, East Indies, 
North Australia, Philippines, China & 
Southern Japan, South Pacific Islands 
(Distribution Table). 
Material: Kavaratti, two specimens, collected 
under coral stones. 
Remarks : This species is also not known from 
the Maldives. It is recorded here for the first 
time from the Lakshadweep. 
Family ECHINOMETRIDAE 
Under this Family three genera are collected 
from the Lakshadweep. 
Key to the Genera of the Family 
\. Only three pore-pairs to the arcs 
Echinostrephus A. Agassiz, 1863 
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1'. Four to many pore-pairs to the arcs 2 Genus Heterocentrotus Brandt, ^ 835 
2. Primary spines very strongly developed. This extraordinary genus comprises the 
long, thick and heavy so called 'slate pencil' urchins. One species is 
Heterocentrotus Braodt, 1835 known from the Lakshadweep. 
2' Primary spines not very strongly developed, Heterocentrotus mammillatus (Linnaeus, 1758) 
not long, thick and heavy 
Echinometra Gray, 1825 Echinus marr^millaws Linnaeus, 1758, p. 667: 
Locality not known. 
Genus fc/?//70sfrep/?t/5 A. Agassiz, 1863 ,, , - , / , n i ,-i i .oni 
Heterocentrotus mammil/atus H. L. Clark, 1921, 
This little genus of curious rock-boring sea p. 151: Torres Strait; A. M. Clark & 
urchin is characterstic of the coral rock areas. Davies, 1966, p. 603: Maldives; James, 
Only one species is known. 1969, p. 58: Lakshadweep, Red Sea, 
Mascarne Islands, A. M. Clark & Rowe, 
Echinostrephus molaris (B\ainv\l\e) ^Q-J^ pp .,42 153; Mauritus, East 
(Fig- 21) Africa & Madagascar, Red Sea, S. E. 
Arabia, Maldive area, Sri Lanka Area, 
East Indies, North Australia, Philippines 
China & Southern Japan, South Pacific 
Islands, Hawaiian Islands (Distribution 
Table. 
Materia/: Agatti, one specimen; Kavaratti, two 
specimens, collected from coral reef flat. 
S-%J #*», 
• = f . 
Fig. 21 Echinostrephus molaris 
Echinus molaris Blainville, 1825, p. 88: 
not known. 
Locality 
Echinostrephus molaris A. M. Clark, & Davies, 
1966: Maldives: A . M . Clark & Rowe, 
1971, pp. 142, 157: Mascarene Islands, 
East Africa & Madagascar, Red Sea, 
S. E. Arabia, Western India & Pakistan, 
Maldive area; Sri Lanka area, Bay of 
Bengal, East Indies, North Australia, 
China & Southern Japan, South Pacific 
Islands; (Distribution Table): James' 
1986, 1986, 583: Lakshadweep & 
Maldives Area, Sri Lanka, Andaman & 
Nicobar Islands (Distribution Table). 
Material: Agatti, one specimen, collected from 
a coral stone. 
Remarks : This is a rock borer and is recorded 
here for the first time from the Lakshadweep. 
Remarks : It is one of the beautiful sea urchins 
'n the living condition. The spines are used to 
write on slates-
SUBCLASS IRREGULARIA 
Species belonging to this Subclass have the 
anal opening outside the apical system in 
posterior interambulacrum. Species belonging 
to all the four orders have been collected. 
Key to the Orders of the Subclass 
1. Ambulacra simple not forming petals 
aborally, test usually high 
HOLECTYPOIDA 
1'. Ambulacra petaloid; test often flattened and 
broad 2 
2. Dental apparatus strongly developed and 
present in adults; phyilodes absent 
CLYPEASTROIDA 
2'. Dental apparatus present in young stages; 
phyilodes more or less developed 3 
3. Phyilodes and bourrelets well developed 
forming a floscelle CASSIDULOIDA 




Forms regular with high test. Ambulacra 
simple. Apical system and peristone central. 
Periproct in close contact with the apical system. 
Spines simple and small. Pedicellariae of the 
usual four types. 
There are two Suborders under this order 
of which members belonging to one Suborder 
have been recorded from the Indian Seas. 
SUBORDER ECHINONEINA 
Test often elongate. Peristome oblique. 
Gill slits and buccal plates absent. Primary 
tubercles do not form distinct verticle series 
except in young forms. Masticatory apparatus 
present in young stages only. 
This Suborder has aniy one Family viz,. 
Echinoneidae. 
Family ECHINONEIDAE 
Two genera are known under this Family of 
which one is known from the Indian Seas. 
Genus Echinoneus Leske, 1778 
Only one species is known from the Indian 
Seas. 
Echinoneus cyciostomus Leske, 1778 
(Fig. 22) 
Fig. 22 Echinoneus cvclostomus 
Echinoneus cyciostomusl^Leske, 1778, p. 173: 
Locality not known; Bell, 1902, p. 232: 
Lakshadweep; A. M. Clark & Davies, p. 
599: Maldives; A. M. Clark & Rowe, 
1971, pp. 144, 158: Islands of Western 
Indian Ocean, Mascarene Islands East 
Africa & Madagascar, S. E. Arabia 
Maldive area, Sri Lanka Area, Bay of 
Bengal, East Indies, North Australia, 
Philippines, China & Southern Japan, 
South Pacific Islands, Hawaiian Islands 
(Distribution Table); Nagahushanam & 
Rao, 1972, p. 290: Minicoy Atoll; 
James, 1986, p. 534: Lakshadweep & 
Maldives, Sri Lanka, Andaman & 
Nicobar islands (Distribution Table). 
Material: Chetlat, two tests; Kiltan, two tests. 
Live Remarlis: Only tests were collected, 
specimens were not seen on the reefs. 
ORDER CLYPEASTROIDA 
Species belonging to one Family is known 
from the Lakshadweep. 
Family CLYPEASTERIDAE 
collected from the Only one genus 
Lakshadweep. 
IS 
Genus CZ/peas^e/-Lamarck, 1801 
Under this genus two species are recorded. 
The record of Clypeaster humilis by Nagabhush-
anam & Rao (1972) from Minicoy Atoll needs 
confirmation. 
Key to the species of the Genus 
Edge of the test markedly thickened; petaloid 
area somewhat thickened 
C. reticulatus{Unr\aeus, 1758) 
Central part of the test raised and margin flat; 
petals more or less distinctly closed 
C. humilis (Leske, 1778) 
Clypeaster reticulatus (Linnaeus, 1758) 
Echinus reticulatus Linnaeus 1758, p. 665: 
Locality not known. 
Rhaphidoclypus reticulatus Koehler, 1922, p. 68: 
Maldives. 
Clypeaster reticulatus A. M. Clark, &• Rowe, 
1971, pp. 144, 160: Islands of Western 
Indian Ocean, Mascarene Islands, East 
Africa and Madagascar, Red Sea S. E. 
Arabia, Persian Gulf, Maldive area, Sri 
Lanka area. Bay of Bengal, East Indies, 
North Australia, Philippines, China and 
Southern Japan, South Pacific Islands, 
Hawaiian Islands (Distribution Table); 
James, 1986, p. 584: Lakshadweep & 
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Maldive area, Sri Lanka (Distribution 
Table). 
Material: Chetlat, two tests; Kadamat, one test. 
Remarks : No live specimens could be collected 
during the survey, in the Maldives it is recorded 
from more than 20 metres depth. 
ORDER CASSIDULOIDA 
In this Order species belonging to one 
Family are recorded. 
Family ECHINOLAPADIDAE 
Species belonging to one genus only are 
collected from the Lakshadweep. 
Genus Echinolampas Gray, 1825 
Two species are collected under this genus 
from the Lakshadweep. 
Key to the species of tfie Genus 
Peristome pentagonal; interproiferous zone of 
petals with crowded tubercles, often about 
eight in a single transverse series 
f . ovata (Leske, 1778) 
Peristome oval; few tubercles between the pores 
f . a/exandri de Loriol, 1876 
Ectilnolampas ovata (Leske, 1778) 
(Fig. 23) 
Fig.^ 23 Echinolampasy^ovata 
Ecfi/nantfius ovatus Leske, 1778, i'p.jtt1919: 
Locality not known. 
Echinolampas ovata A. M. Clark and Rowe, 
1971, pp. 143,163: Mascarene Islands, 
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Red Sea, Sri Lanka area. Bay of Bengal, 
East Iddies, North Australia (Distribut-
ion Table); James, 1986, p. 584: Gulf 
of Mannar and Palk Bay on Indian side 
Sri Lanka. 
l\/laterial: Chetlat, one specimen; Kiltan, one 
specimen; Amini, two specimens (one test); 
Androth, one test, all live specimens collected 
under corals stones. 
Remarks : This species is collected for the first 
time from Lakshadweep. 
Echinolampas alexandri de Loriol, 1876 
Echinolampas alexandri de Loriol, 1876, p. 4-. 
Mauritius; A. M. Clark and Rowe, 1971, 
pp 144, 163: Islands of the Western 
Indian Ocean, Mascarene Islands, S. E. 
Arabia; Sri Lanka area, Bay of Bengal, 
East Indies, South Pacific Islands 
(Distribution Table); James, 1986, p. 
584: Gulf of Mannar and Palk Bay on 
the Indian side; Sri Lanka (Distribution 
Table). 
Material: Kiltan, two specimens. Collected 
under coral stones. 
Remarks : This species is recorded here for the 
first time from the Lakshadweep. 
ORDER SPANTANGOIDA 
Only one species belonging to the family 
Brissidae is collected during the survey. Naga-
bhushanam and Rao (1972) listed species 
belonging to two other families under this order 
from Minicoy Atoll. 
Key to Families of the Order 
1. Peristome crescentic or D-shaped; labrum 
well developed no subanal fasciole 
LOVENIIDAE 
1'. Subanal fasciole present; no inner fasciole 
2 
2. Peripetalous fasciole absent 
SPATANGIDAE 
2'. Peripetalous fasciole present. .BRISSIDAE 
Family LOVENIIDAE 
Under this Family two Genera are present. 
One species belonging to the Genus Z.ov9/7/s 
CMFRI 
has been reported by Nagabhushanam & Raw 
(1972) from Minicoy Atoll. 
Key to the Genere of the Family 
No Peripetalous fasciole; sternum almost naked ^ 
Lovenia Agassiz & Desor, 1847 ; ^ 
Peripetalous fasciole present and also inner and ^ • 
subanal ones; sternum well tuberculated ^ • " " o . 
Breynia Agassiz & Desor, 1847 g " s 
j ^ — 
Genus Lovenia Agassiz & Desor 1847 S . 
Under this genus only one species viz., = *^  
L. elongata (Gray, 1845) has been listed from ^ _ 
Minicoy. = " 
Family SPATANGIDAE 
Under this Family genus l\/laret/a has been 
recorded from Minicoy. 
Genus l\Aaretia Gray, 1855 
Under this genus one species viz., M-
planulata (Lamarcl<) has been listed from Mini-
coy Atoll by Nagabhusahnam & Rao (1972). 
Family BRISSIDAE 
Under this Family two genera are collected from 
the Lakshadweep. 
Key to the Genera of the Family 
Distinct anal fasciole on each side of periproct; 
aubanal plastron not projecting like snout 
beyond periproctai area Metalia Gray,1855 
No anal fasciole; subanal plastron not projecting 
like a snout Brissus Leske; 1778 
Genus /WeW//a Gray 1855 
Under this Genus only one species viz. M-
spatangus (Linnaeus, 1758) has been listed from 
Minicoy Atoll by Nagabhusahnam & Rao (1972). 
Genus Brissus Leske, 1778 
Under this Genus only test of one species 
has been collected during the survey 
Brissus latecarinatus (Leske, 1778) 
(Fig. 24) 
Spatangus latecarinatus Leske, 1778, p. 
Locality not known. 
185: 
Brissus latecarinatus A. M. Clark 6- Rowe, 
1971, pp. 146, 165: Islands of the 
Western Indian Ocean, Mascarene 
Islans, East Africa & Madagascar; 
VEr— -b 
Fig. 24 Brissus latecarinatus 
Maidive area, Sri Lanka area. East 
Indies, North Austrlia, Philippines, 
China & Southern Japan, South Pacific 
Islands, Hawaiian Islands (Distribution 
Table); James, 1986. p. 585: Laksha-
dweep & Maidive area, Sri Lanka 
(Distribution Table). 
l\Aaterial: Agatti, one specimen (test only). 
Remarks : This species is recorded for the first 
time from Lakshadweep. 
CLASS HOLOTHURIOIDEA 
The holothurians are the least known group 
of the echinoderms because of the difficulties in 
preserving them and also due to the notable 
unattractiveness of the preserved specimens. 
In their habits they show less diversity than the 
more active brittle stars and the sea urchins. 
The majority of them are sluggish. The longest 
holothurian belonging to the order Apoda live 
more or less exposed on the sea bottom, 
particularly in the open areas near the coral 
reefs. Small forms live under rock fragments or 
among the dead corals often burying themselves 
deep in the sand and withdrawing out of sight 
when disturbed. The colours are mostly brown 
or grey of some shade. Some species are 
handsomely coloured with shades of red, yellow 
and violet colours. The tenta lies are frequently 
in contract with the body colour. Some of them 
harbour commensals like crabs and Carapid fish. 
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The holothurians are the only group which 
have some economic value. An edible product 
known as beche-de-mer or Trepang is prepared 
out of the body wall of certain holothurians. 
In this work 26 species are reported of 
which four species are new records to the 
Lakshadweep. 
Species belonging to three Order have been 
collected. 
/fey to the Orders of the Class 
1. Tentacles tree-shaped, much branched; 
anterior end with introvert 
DENDROCHIROTIDA 
1'. Tentacles peltata or digitate; no true 
introvert 2 
2. Tentacles peltate; body cylindrical with 
podia ASPIDOCHIROTIDA 
2'. Body vermiform with rough or warty 
suface; tentacles pinnate; podia and respira-
tory trees absent .. APODA 
ORDER: ASPIDOCHIROTIDA 
Species belonging to three Families have 
been collected from the Lakshadweep. 
Key to the Families of the Order 
1. Body cylindrical or vermiform; pedicels and 
papillae long (95-10 mm.) confined more or 
less to five ambulacral bands; calcareous 
ring ribbon-like with radials and interradials 
markedly dissimilar in size; body translucent 
LABIDODEMATIDAE 
1'. Body cylindrical or rectangular; pedicels 
and papillae short not confined to ambu-
lacral areas; calcareous ring not ribbon-like 
with radials and interradials of similar size; 
body not translucent . 2 
2. Gonads in single tuft to the left side of the 
the mesentery; spicules in various forms; 
S-shaped and C-shaped rods absent. 
HOLOTHURIIDAE 
2'. Gonads in two tufts, one on each side of 
the dorsal mesentery; S and C-shaped rods 
present STICHOPODIDAE 
Family LABIDODEMATIDAE 
This Family is described by James (1981) 
to accomodate the genus Labidodemas 
Seleka, 1867. So Far only one genus'is 
known under this Family 
Genus Labidodemas Selenka, 1867 
One species is known from the Lakshadweep. 
Labidodemas rugosum (Ludwig, 1875) 
Holothuria rugose Ludmg, 1875, p. 110: South 
Pacific Islands; Pearson, 19'3, p. p. 82: 
Maldives. 
Labidodemas rugosum Rowe, 1969. p. 133; A.M. 
Clark & Rowe, 1971, pp. 176, 197: 
Maldive area. Bay of Bengal, East 
Indies, North Australia, Philippines, 
South Pacific Islands (Distribution 
Table) Mukhopadhyay & Samanta, 
1983, pp. 308, 312: Kavaratti (Laksha-
dweep); James, 1986, p. 585: Laksha-
dweep & Maldives area, Andaman and 
Nicobar area (Distribution Table). 
Material -. Chetlat, two specimens; Kadamat, 
two specimens, collected under coral stones. 
Remarks: At Andaman this species is found 
complety buried inside sand under big stones. 
It is a rare species in Lakshadweep. 
Family HOLOTHURIIDAE 
Under this Family three Genera are collected 
during the survey. 
Key to the Genera of the Family 
1. Spicules: tables, buttons, rod resetts, per-
forated plates; if branched rods present only 
in combination with others and never on 
their own Holothuria Linnaeus, 1764 
1'. Spicules: very numerous branched rods 
usually dichotomously lobed ,. . 2 
2. Anus guarded by five enlarged clacified 
papillae or anal teeth ...Actinopyga Bronn, 
1860 
2'. Arms not guarded by five enlarged calcified 
papillae though five groups of similar 
papillae may be present Bohadschia 
Jaeger, 1833 
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Genus Holothuria Linnaeus, 1764 
Over one hundered species are known under 
this genus. Several attempts were made to 
reduce the unwieldy mass of species included 
under the genus into more manageble groups 
by earlier workers like Pearson (1914), Panning 
(1929-35) and Deichmann (1958). For one 
reason or other the earlier studies remained 
inconclusive. Rowe (1969) revised the Family 
Holothuriidae and proposed a new classification 
which is followed in this paper. 
Under this genus 17 subgenera have been 
recognised by Rowe (1969). Of these species 
belonging to eight subgenera have been collec-
ed. The subgenus Cystfpvs is recorded for the 
first time from the Lakshadweep. The following 
key is adopted from Rowe (1969). 
Key to the subgenera the Genus 
1. Spicules; tables always present in combi-
nation with rods or rosettes, never with 
buttons 2 
1'. Spicules: tables always present in combi-
nation with buttons, no rosettes or^rods. .3 
2. Spicules: tables usually with reduced disc 
and moderately high or high spire ending 
in a few spines forming maltase cross when 
viewd from above H. (Holodemia) 
Pearson, l914 
2'. Spicules: tables in combination with rods 
in the body wall, tables with reduced disc 
and spire, either rounded at the tip or 
terminate in a few spines which form a 
single or double maltase cross when viewed 
from above, no rosettes 
H. (Semperothuria) Deichmann, 1958 
3. Spicules : table variously developed never 
modified into hollow fenestrated spheres; 
buttons smooth, regularly or irregularly 
developed, often twisted 4 
3'. Spicules: tables always strongly developed 
sometimes modified into hollow fenestrated 
spheres; buttons always knobbed or rugose 
or modified to form hollow fenestrated 
ellipsoids 7 
4. Spicules: tables usually well developed the 
rim of the disc not spinose; buttons not 
twisted, sometimes flat and thin with or 
without an apparent median longitudina 
ridge, outlines regular or irregular 5 
4'. Spicules: tables more or less well developed 
disc usually spinose; buttons irregular or 
twisted, never flattened, lacking any appear-
ance of a median longitudinal ridge 6 
5. Spicules: tables well developed, disc 
smooth and round usually with ten or more 
peripheral holes, spines of moderate height 
ending in a several small spines; buttons 
oval thin, flat, very rarely with a few knobs 
an apparent median longitudinal ridge 
present, three to six pairs of relatively small 
holes, buttons regular or irregular in outline 
H. (P/atyperona) Rowe, 1969 
5'. Spicules: tables fairly stout, disc smooth 
squarish in outline, usually with eight 
regular pheripheral holes spire of moderate 
height ending in a cluster of small spines; 
buttons not thin or flat and lacking any 
appearance of longitudinal ridge usually 
with three pairs of comparitively large holes 
and regular in outline ... 
H. (Jhymioscycia) Pearson, 1914 
6. Spicules: tables not strongly developed, rim 
of disc usually spinose, spire low, ending 
usually in a ring of spines or cluster of 
spines, tables occasionally degenerate or 
incomplete; buttons irregular though not 
twisted, usually with three pairs of holes or 
else incomplete forming small lobed rosette-
like bars H. (MertensiothurJa) 
Deichmann, 1958 
6'. Spicules; tables always well developed rim 
of disc spinose and turned up to give a' cup 
and saucer' aspect to the table in laterial 
view, spire low to moderate in height, 
usually terminating in a ring or cluster of 
small sipnes; pseudobuttons abundant, 
smooth, usually irregular and often reduced 
to a single row of three or four holes, 
occasionally buttons quite regular with three 
pairs of holes H. {Lessonothuria) 
Deichmann, 1958 
7. Spicules: tables with disc usually knobbed 
spire low, bearing many short spines which 
are sometimes so numerous and closely 
crowded that they may almost either obscure 
the disc or become connected to the knobs 
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of the margin of the disc thus forming a 
fenestrated sphere; buttons usually simple 
with large regularly or irregularly arranged 
knobs, generally three to four or more pairs 
of relatively small holes which may become 
somewhat obscured by the size of the large 
knobs H. {Cyst/pus) Haacke, 1880 
7'. Spicules: tables stout, well developed spire 
moderate or high, never modified into 
hollow fenestrated ellipsoids; tables well 
developed with smooth disc, spire of 
moderate height or high terminating in several 
small spines; buttons hollow fenestrated 
ellipsoids though a few simple knobbed 
buttons may be present 
H. (Microthe/e) Brandt, 1835 
Subgenus Halodeima Pearson, 1914 
One species is known from the Laksha-
dweep. 
Holothuria (Halodeima) atra Jaeger, 1833 
Holothuria atra Jaeger, 1833, p. 22: East Indies. 
Holothuria (Halodeima) atra Rowe, 1969, p. 
137: Amboina; A. M. Clark & Rowe, 
1971, pp. 176; Islands of Western 
Indian Ocean, Mascarene Islands, East 
Africa & Madagascar, Red Sea S. E. 
Arabia, Persian Gulf, Maidive area, 
Sri Lanka area. Bay of Bengal, East 
Indies, North Australia, Philippines, 
China & Southern Japan South Pacific 
Islands Hawaiian Islands (Distribution 
Table); Mukhopadhyay & Samanta, 
1983, pp. 302, 311: Lakshadweep & 
Maidive area. Gulf of Mannar & Palk 
Bay on the Indian side, Sri Lanka, 
Andaman 8t Nicobar Islands (Distribu-
tion Table), 
Material: Chetlat, several specimens, Kiltan, 
several specimens; Kadamat, five specimens; 
Amini, three specimens; Agatti, several speci-
mans, Kavaratti, two specimens, all specimens 
collected from the lagoon. 
Remarks: This is the most common holothurian 
in Lakshadweep. This species is always fully 
exposed on sandy bottoms and is never encoun-
tered under stones. 
Subgenus Semperothuria Deichmann, 1958 
Only one 
subgenus. 
species is collected under this 
Holothuria (SemparothuriaJ c/nerascens 
(Brandt, 1835) 
(Fig. 25) 
Fig. 25 Holothuria (Semperothuria) cinerascens 
Stichopus (Gymnochirota) cinerascens Brandt, 
1835, p. 51: China & Southern Japan. 
Holothuria cinerascens Pearson, 1913, p. 64: 
Maldives, Seychelles, Sri Lanka; James, 
1969, p. 61: Gulf of Mannar, Arabian 
Sea, Lakshadweep. 
Holothuria (Semperothuria) cineracens Rowe, 
1969, p. 135: A. M. Clark & Rowe, 
1971, p. 178: Islands of Western Indian 
Ocean Mascarene Islands, East Africa 8-
Madagascar, Red Sea, S. E. Arabia/ 
Maldives, Sri Lanka area. East Indies, 
North Australia, Philippines, China & 
Southern Japan, South Pacific Islands, 
Hawaiian Islands (Distribution Table): 
Mukhopadhyay 8- Samanta, 1983, pp. 
302,311: Lakshadweep; James, 1986, 
p. 583: Lakshadweep & Maidive area, 
Sri Lanka (Distribution Table). 
Material: Chetlat, two specimens; Bitra, two 
specimens; Kiltan, Several specimens; Kadamat' 
three specimens; Amini, several specimens 
Androth, one specimen; Kavaratti, three speci-
mens; Minicoy, several specimens, all specimens* 
collected under coral stones. 
Remarks: This is a common holothurian in 
Lakshadweep. They were found to attach to 
the rock firmly. It is provided with profuse 
cuvierian tubles which are discharged on distur-
bance to the animal. 
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Subgenus Platyperona Rowe, 1969 
Only one species is known from the Laksha-
dweep. This was reported for the first time 
from the Lakshadweep by the author in 1969. 
Holothuria {Platyperona) difficilis (Semper) 
Holothuria difficilis Semper, 1868, p. 92: Samoa. 
Microtfiele difficilis A. IVI. Clark and Davies, 
1966, p. 600: IVladives. James, 1969, 
p. 61: Lakshadweep, Red Sea. 
Holotf}uria (Piayperona) difficilis Rowe, 1969, 
p. 145.; A. M. Clark a Rowe, 1971, p. 
Islands of Western Indian Ocean, 
Mascarene Islands, Red Sea, Maldive 
area, Sri Lanka area, Bay of Bengal, 
East Indies, North Australia; Philippines, 
China & Southern Japan, South Pacific 
Islands Hawaiian Islands (Distribution 
Table); Mukhopadhyay & Samanta,! 983, 
pp. 302, 311: Lakshadweep; James' 
1986, p. 585: Lakshadweep 8 Maldive 
area, Sri Lanka, Andaman & Nicobar 
Islands, (Distribution Table). 
Material: Chetlat, several specimens; Kiltan, 
several specimens; Amini, several specimens; 
all collected under coral stones. 
Remarks: The colour in the living condition is 
light brown with dark brown blotches. The 
posterior end is tapering. The ventral side is 
thickly distributed by pedicels which are 
yellowish-brown in colour. 
Subgenus Thymiosycia Pearson, 1914 
Three species are collected from the Laksha-
dweep during the survey. 
Key to the species of ttie subgenus 
1. Spicules: buttons with small holes burrow-
ing form with often red spots 
H. {Thymioscyia) arenicola Semper, 1868 
r . Spicules: buttons with large holes 2 
2. Spicules : tables stout with a cluster of 
short spines at the top fugitive form skin 
Sanday to touch 
H. {Thymioscyia) impatiens 
(Forskal, 1775) 
2'. Spicules: tables not stout and with a few 
spines at the top skin smooth and soft; 
fugitive form H. (Thymioscyia) hilla 
Lesson, 1830 
Holothuria arenicola Semper, 1868, p. 81: 
Philippines. 
Holothuria (Thymioscyia) arenicola Rowe, 1969, 
p. 147: A . M . Clark & Rowe, 1971, p. 
178: Islands of Western Indian Ocean, 
Mascarene Islands, East Africa & Mada-
gascar. Red Sea, Maldives, Bay of 
Bengal, East Indies, North Australia, 
Philippines, China & Southern Japan, 
South Pacific Islands, Hawaiian Islands 
(Distribution Table); James, 1986, p. 
585: Lakshadweep & Maldive area, 
Andaman and Nicobar area (Distribution 
Table). 
Material: Chetlat, four specimens; Kadamat, 
two specimens; Amini, one specimen; Androth, 
one specimen, all found buried in sand. 
Remarks: At Chetlat when the tide {recedes small 
holes were seen through which water was 
gushing out. These are caused by this species. 
It is almost impossible to take out the species. 
The moment we dig they will go deeper into 
sand and below there are big stones which make 
digging difficult. It is recorded here for the first 
time from Lakshadweep. 
Holothuria (Thymioscyia) impatiens (Forskal) 
Fistularia impatiens Forskal, 1775, p. 121: Red 
Sea. 
Holothuria impatiens Selenka, 1867, p. 340: 
Suez; A. M. Clark & Davies, p. 599: 
Maldives; James, 1969, p. 61: Anda-
mans, Lakshadweep, Red Sea. Nagabhu-
shanam & Rao, 1972, p. 290: Minicoy 
Atoll; 
Holothuria {Thymiosycia) impatiens Rowe; 1969, 
p. 146; A. M. Clark & Rowe, 1971, p. 
178: Islands of Western Indian Ocean, 
Mascarene Islands, East Africa & Mada-
gascar, Red Sea, S. E. Arabia Persian 
Gulf, Maldives, Sri Lanka area. Bay of 
Bengal, East Indies, North Australia, 
Philippines, China & Southern Japan, 
South Pacific Islands, Hawaiian Islands 
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(Distribution Table) Mukhopadhyay & 
Samanta, 1983, pp. 307, 311: Laksha-
dweep & Maldive area, Sri Lanka, 
Andaman and Nicobar area; 
Material: Chetlat, two specimens; Kiltan, two; 
Kadamat, one specimen; Amini, two specimens; 
Agatti, one specimen; Kalpeni, two specimens; 
Kalpeni, two specimens; Minicoy, three speci-
mens, all collected under coral stones. 
Remarks: It is very common holothurian in 
Lakshadweep. It is a fugitive form found under 
stones. Two or three specimens are found under 
the same rock. On disturbing thick Cuvierian 
tubles are released. It was reported for the first 
time from the Lakshadweep by the author in 
1969. It Is distributed in the Atlantic also 
Holothuria (Jhymloscscia) hilla Lesson 
Holothuria hilla Lesson, 1820, p. 266: South 
Pacific Islands: A. M. Clark & Rowe, 
1967, pp. 126-128. 
Holothuria monocaria Koehler & Vaney, 1908, p-
11: Lakshadweep; Mergui Archpelago, 
Andamans, Persian Gulf; A. M. Clark 8-
Davies, 1966, p. 603: Maldives; Naga-
bhusahnam 
Holothuria {Thymlosycia) hilla Rowe, 147; A. M. 
Clark 8 Rowe, 1971, p. 178: Islands of 
Western Indian Ocean, Mascarene 
Islands, East Africa & Madagascas, Red 
Sea, S.E. Arabia, Persian Gulf; Maldives, 
Sri Lanka, Bay of Bengal, East Indies, 
North Australia, Philippines, China & 
Southern Japan, & Rao, 1972, p. 290: 
Minicoy Atoll: (Distribution Table) 
Mukhopadhay & Samata, 1983, pp. 307, 
311: Lakshedweep; James, 1986, p. 
585: Lakshadweep & Maldives area, Sri 
Lanka, Andaman and Nicobar Islands, 
(Distribution Table). 
Matlrial: Chetlat, several specimens; Bitra, two 
specimens; Kiltan, several specimens; Kadamat, 
three specimens; Amini, two specimens; Minicoy, 
two specimens, all collected under coral stones. 
Remarks: It is one of the most common 
holothurians in Lakshadweep. It is a fugitive 
species found under coral stones. 
Subgenus Mertensiothuria Deichmann, 1958 
Three species are known from the Indian 
Seas of which two have been collected from the 
Lakshadweep. 
Key to the species of the subgenus 
1. Spicules in the inner layer resembling 
narrow rosettes H. {Mertensiothuria) 
pervlcax Selenka, 1867 
1' . Buttons delicate, mostly with large holes, 
often narrow H (Mertensiothuria) 
leucospilota (Brandt, 1835) 
Holothuria {Mertensiothuria) pervlcax (Selanka, 
1867) 
Holothuria pervlcax Selanka, 1867, p. 327: 
Zanzibar; A . M . Clark & Davies, 1966, 
p. 600: Maldives; James, 1969, p. 61: 
Lakshadweep. 
Holothuria {Mertensiothuria) pervlcax Rowe, 
1969, p. 149; A M. Clark & Rowe, 
1971, p. 176: Islands of Western Indian 
Ocean, Mascarene Islands, East Africa 
a- Madagascar, Red Sea, S. E. Arabia, 
Maldives, Sri Lanka area. East Indies, 
North Australa, Philippines, South 
Pacific Islands Hawaiian Islands 
(Distribution Table); Mukhopadhyay & 
Samanta, 1983, p. 311: Lakshadweep; 
James, 1986, p. 585: Lakshadweep & 
Maldive area, Sri Lanka, Andaman & 
Nicobar Islands (Distribution Table). 
Material: Chetlat, one specimen; Minicoy, two 
specimen; all collected under coral stones. 
Remarks : This is a rare species in Lakshadweep. 
It is a reported for the first time from Laksha-
dweep by James (1969) James (1986) also 
reported for the first time from Andaman and 
Nicobar area. In fact this is the first record to 
the whole of Bay of Bengal. 
Holothuria {Mertensiothuria) leucospilota 
(Brandt, 1851) 
Stlchopus {Gymnochirota leucospilota Brandt, 
1835, p. 51: South Pacific Islands. 
Holothutia vagubunda Koehler & Faney, 1908, 
p. 17; Andaman Islands, Gulf of Persia, 
Great Cocas Island, Lakshadweep. 
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Holottiuria laucospilola A M. Clark & Davies, 
1966, p. 603: Maldives; James, 1969, 
p. 62; Gulf of Mannar, Arabian Sea, 
Andamans, Lakshadpeep, Red Sea. 
Holottiuria (Mertensiothuria) leucospilota Rowe, 
1969, p. 148; A. M. Clark & Rowe, 
1971, pp. 176: Islands of Western 
Indian Ocean, Mascarene Islands, Easf 
Africa, & Madagascar, Red Sea, S. E. 
Arabia, Persian Gulf, Western India & 
Pakistan, Maldive area, Sri Lanka area. 
Bay of Bengal, East Indies, North 
Australia, Philippines, China & Southern 
Japan, South Pacific Islands, Hawaiian 
Islands (Distribution Table); James, 
1986, p. 585: Lakshadweep & Maldives, 
Gulf of Mannar & Palk Bay along S. E. 
coast of India, Sri Lanka, Andaman d-
Nicobar Islands (Distribution Table). 
Material: Chetlat, several specimen; Kiltan, 
several specimens; Kadamat, four specimens; 
Amini, several specimens; Androth, two speci-
mens; Kavaratti, three specimens; Minicoy, five 
specimens, all collected in the lagoon. 
Remarks: This species has a peculiar habit of 
tucking its posterior end under a big rock. The 
anterior end keeps on moving with ventrally 
directed tentacles. In some places as many as 5 
or 6 were found to be distributed per square 
metre. 
Subgenus Lessonouthuria Deichmann, 1958 
Only one species is known under this 
subgenus from the Lakshadweep. 
Holothuria (Lessonothuria) pardalis Selenka, 
1867 
Holothuria pardalis Selenka, 1867, p. 336: 
Sandwich islands, Zanzibar. A.M. Clark, 
Davies, 1966, p. 600: Maldives; James, 
1969, p. Gulf of Mannar, Andamans, 
Lakshadweep, Gulf of Kutch: Nagabhu-
shanam & Rao 1972, p. 291: Minicoy 
Atoll. 
Holothuria (Lessonothuria) pardalis Rowe, 1969, 
p. 150; A . M . Clarke Rowe, 1971, p. 
176: Islands of Western Indian Ocean, 
Mascarene Islands, East Africa 8- Mada-
gascar, Red Sea, S. E. Arabia; Western 
India & Pakistan, Maldive area, Sri 
Lanka area. Bay of Bengal, East Indies, 
North Australia, Philippines, China & 
Southern Japan, South Pacific Islands, 
Hawaiian Islands; Mukhopadhyay & 
Samanta, 1983, p. 311: Lakshadweep 
Material: Chetlat three specimens; Bitra, two 
specimens; Kiltan, four specimen; Minicoy, two 
specimens, all collected under coral stones. 
Remarks: It is one of the most common 
holothurians of the Lakshadweep. It is not an 
active holothurian but the tentacles are well 
extended during movements. It is a burrowing 
form. 
Subgenus Cystipus Haacke, 1880 
Only one species is collected under this 
genus from the Lakshadweep. 
Holothuria (Cystipus) rigida (Selenka) 
Stichopus rigidus Selenka (Partime) 1867, p. 
317: Zanzibar, Hawaii. 
Holothuria rigida Semper, 1868, p. 79: Philip-
pines. 
Holothuria (Cystipus) rigida Rowe, 1969, p. 155; 
A. M. Clark & Rowe, 1971, p. 176; 
Mascarene Islands, East Africa and 
Madagascar, Red Sea, Maldive area. 
East Indies, North Australia, Philippines, 
South Pacific Islands (Distribution 
Table); James, 1986, p. 585: Laksha-
dweep & Maldive area, Andaman and 
Nicobar area. 
Material: Kiltan, two specimens, found buried 
under sand. 
Remarks: This is a rare species in Lakshadweep. 
It is a fussorial form. In small specimens sand 
sticks to the body as a coating. It is an inactive 
holothurian showing very little movement. It is 
recorded here for the first time from the Laksha-
dweep. 
Subgenus Microthele Brandt, 1835 
Only one species is collected under this 
subgenus from the Lakshadweep. 
Holothuria {Microthele) nobilis (Selenka) 
(Fig. 26) 
Mulleria nobilis Selenka, 1867, p. 313: Zanzibar, 
Sandwich Islands. 
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Fig. 26 Holoihuria (Microthele) nobilis 
Microthele nobilis A. M. Clark & Davies, 1966, 
p. 600: Maldives: James; 1969, p. 61: 
Lakshadweep, Red Sea; Nagabhusahnam 
& Rao, 1972, p, 291 : Minicoy Atoll. 
Holothuria (l\/Jicrothe/e) nobiiis Rowe, 1969, p. 
162; A. M. Clark & Rowe, 1971, p. 178: 
Islands of Western Indian Ocean, 
Mascarene Islands, East Africa & Mada-
gascar, Red Sea, Maldive area, Sri 
Lanka area. East Indies, North Australia, 
Philippines China & Southern Japan, 
South Pacific Islands, Hawaiian Islands 
(Distribution Table) Mukhopadhyay & 
Samanta, 1983, p. 311: Lakshadweep; 
James, 1986, p. 585: Lakshadweep & 
Maldive area, Sri Lanka, Andaman and 
Nicobar Islands (Distribution Table) 
tiAaterial: Chetlat, several specimens; Kiltan, 
several specimens; Kadamat, three specimens; 
Amini, several specimens; Kavaratti, two speci-
mens, all specimens collected from the lagoon, 
depth less than a metre. 
Remarks: This is the most valuable holothurian 
for beche-de-mer. It was found common at 
Amini and Chetlat. There is very good scope to 
exploit this species in Lakshadweep. 
Genus Actinopyga Bronn, 1861 
Three species are collected from the Laksha-
dweep. 
Key to the speqies of the Genus 
1. Tentacles 25 or more; colour chocolate 
brown above and lighter below 
A. mauritiana (Quoy &- Gainard, 1833) 
1 ' . Tentacles 20 or fewer; colour either brown 
or black .- 2 
2. Large rods, often branched at the ends, 
sometimes with lateral branches; colour 
uniformly brown throuhout 
A. echnites (Jaeger, 1833) 
2'. Large rods absent; rosettes small often 
incomplete; black or dark brown 
A. miliaris (Quoy 8- Gaimard, 1833) 
Actinopyga mauritiana (Quoy & Gaimard, 1833) 
Hoiothuria mauritiana Quoy & Gaimard, 1833, 
p. 138: Mauritius. 
Actinopyga mauritiana Koehler & Vaney, 1908, 
p. 22: Galle, Lakshdweep, Coco 
Island, Andaman Island; A. M. Clark & 
Davies, 1966, p. 603: Maldives; James, 
1969, 61: Andamans, Nicobar, Laksha-
dweep, Red Sea; A. M. Clark & Rowe, 
1971, p. 176: Islands of Western Indian 
Ocean, Mascarene Islands, East Africa 
and Madagascar, Red Sea, Western 
India and Pakistan, Maldive area, Sri 
Lanka area. Bay of Bengal, East Indies, 
North Australia, Philippines, China & 
Southern Japan, South Pacific Islands^ 
(Distribution Table); Nagahushanam & 
Rao, 1972, p. 290: Minicoy Atoll; 
Mukhopadhyay & Samanta, 1983, pp. 
300, 311: Lakshadweep; James, p. 
585: Lakshadweep & Maldive area, 
Sri Lanka, Andaman Nicobar Islands 
(Distribution Table). 
IVIateriai: Chetlat, several specimens; Kiltan, 
several specimens; Kadamat, four specimens; 
Amini, several specimens; Agatti, two specimens; 
Androth, two specimens; Kavaratti, three speci-
mens; Kalpeni, one specimen; Minicoy three 
specimens, all specimens collected on the reef 
flat near the low water mark. 
Remar/(S : This is one of the most common 
holothurians in the Lakshadweep. This species 
can be used for beche-de-mer preparation. Often 
on lifting the specimen small pieces of corals, 
and such other objects are found attached to 
the ventral side. 
Actinopyga echinites {Jaegery, 1833) 
Mu/leria echinites Jaeger, 1833, p. 17: East 
Indies. 
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Actinopyga echinites Pearson, 1914, p. 183: 
Indian Ocean; Rowe, 1969, p. 131; 
A. M. Clark & Rowe, 1971, p. 176: 
Islands of Western Indian Ocean, 
Mascarene Islands, East Africa &- Mada-
gascar, S. E. Arabia, Sri Lanka area. Bay 
of Bengal, East Indies, North Australia, 
Philippines, China & Southern Japan; 
South Pacific Islands (Distribution 
Table); James, 1986, p. 585: Sri Lanka, 




Amini, two specimens, under coral 
Remarks: This species grows to a large size 
and is used in the preparation of beche-de-mer. 
It is very rare and is recorded for the first 
time from the Lakshadweep. It is also not 
known from the Maldives. 
Actinopyga miliarls (Quoy & Gaimard, 1833) 
Holothuria miliar is Quoy and Gaimard, 1833, p. 
137: East Indies. 
Actinopyga miliarls ^ Qmes, 1969, p. 61: Laksha-
dweep; Rowe, 1969, p. 131; A. M. Clark 
& Rowe, 1971, p. 176: Islands of 
Western Indian Ocean, Mascarene 
Islands, East Africa & Madagascar, Red 
Sea, Sri Lanka area. Bay of Bengal, 
East Indies, North Australia, Philippines, 
China and Southern Japan, South 
Pacific Islands (Distribution TabJe); 
Nagabhusahnam & Rao, 1972, p. 290: 
Minicoy Atoll; Mukhopadhyay and 
Samanta, 1983, p. 311: Lakshadweep. 
Material: Minicoy, two specimens, collected 
under coral stones. 
Remarks: This a rare holothurian in Laksha-
dweep. Good quality beche-de-mer can be 
prepared from this species. It was recorded for 
the first time from Lakshadweep by James 
(1969). 
Genus Bohadschia Jaeger, 1833 
Two species are collected under this genus 
from the Lakshadweep during the survey. One 
of them is recorded here for the first time. 
Key to the species of the genus 
Colour in life pa|e or yellow brown above and 
white below Bohadschia marmorata 
(Jaeger, 1833) 
Colour brown or purplish brown with eye-1 ike 
spots alJ over the body Bohadschia argus 
Jaeger, 1833 
Bohadschia marmorata Jaeger, 1833 
(Fig. 27) 
Fig. 27 Bohadschia marmorata 
Bohadschia marmorata Jaeger, 1833, p. 18: 
East Indies; A. M. Clark & Rowe, 1971. 
p. 176: Mascarene Islands, East Africa 
& Madagascar; Red Sea, Sri Lanka area. 
Bay of Bengal, East Indies, North 
Australia, Philippines, China 8- Southern 
Japan, South Pacific Islands (Distribut-
ion Table); Nagabhushanam and Rao, 
1983, p. 301: Lakshadweep. James; 1986 
p. 585: Lakshadweep and Maldive area. 
Gulf of Mannar and Palk Bay on the 
Indian side, Sri Lanka, Andaman and 
Nicobar Islands (Distribution Table). 
Holothuria marmorata James, 1969, p. 62: 
Andamans, Lakshadweep; Nagabhu-
shanam & Rao, 1972, p. 290: Minicoy 
Atoll. 
Material: Chetlat, several specimens; Bitra, two 
specimens; Kiltan, several specimes; Kalpeni, 
two specimens, all specimens collected from 
lagoon, depth less than a metre. 
Remarks: This species recorded for the first 
time from the Lakshadweep by James (1969). 
Bohadschia argus Jaeger, 1833 
Bohadschia argus Jaeger, 1833, p. 19: East 
Indies; Rowe. 1969, p. 130; A. M. Clark 
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ORDER : APODA 
Three species belonging to one Family 
under this Order have been collected during the 
survey. 
Family SYNAPTIDAE 
Three genera are collected during the survey. 
One of them is a new record to the Lakshaweep. 
Key to th» Genera of the Family 
1. Size very large, anchor plates subrectangular 
with numerous holes Synapta 
Eschscholtz, 1827 
1'. Size not very large, anchor plates oval with 
seven large holes 2 
2. Calcareous ring with conspicuous anterior 
projections; anchor plates abruptly contract-
ed posteriorly Ophiodesma 
Fisher, 1907 
2'. Calcareous ring without noticeable anterior 
projections; anchor plates not abruptly con-
tracted at posterior end, but with large 
smooth hole on either side 
Euapta Ostergren, 1898 
Genus Synapta Eschschol tz, 1829 
Only one species is known under this genus 
from the Indian Seas. This has been collected 
from the Lakshadweep. 
Synapta maculate (Chamisso & Eysenhardt,1821) 
Holothuria maculata Chamisso & Esenhardt, 
1821, p. 352: South Pacific Islands. 
Synapta maculate James. 1969, p. 62: Andamans, 
Lakshadweep; A.M. Clark & Davies 1966, p. 
603: Maldives; A M. Clark & Rowe, 1971, 
p. 186 : Islands of Western Indian Obean, 
Mascarene Island, East Africa B Madagascar, 
Red Sea, S. E. Arabia, Maldive, area, Sri 
Lanka area, Bayofenal, East Indies, North 
Australia, Philippines, China & Southern 
Japan, South Pacific Island (Distribution 
Table); Nagabhushanam & Rao, 1972, p. 
291 : Minicoy Atoll; Mukhopadhyay & 
Samanta, 1983, pp. 310,312: Lakshadweep; 
James, 1986, p. 587: Lakshadweep & Mal-
dives area, Sri Lanka, Andaman & Nicobar 
Isind (Distribution Table). 
Material: Chetlat, several specimens; Kiltan, 
two specimens; Kadamat, two specimens; Amini-
one specimen; Agatti, one specimen; Kalpeni' 
two specimens; Minicoy, several specimens.; all 
collected from the reef flat. 
Remarks: This species is common in Laksha-
dweep. It shovels sand into the mouth with its 
relatively large pinnate tentacles. The tentacles 
are seen to be in active moment during feeding-
It crawls along by holding on to solid objects 
by its anchors. 
Genus Ophiodesma Fisher, 1907 
Urider this genus one species is recorded 
for the first time from the Lakshadweep. 
« 
Ophiodesma grisea (Sempsry, 1868) 
Synapta grisea Semper, 1868, p. 11: Philippines. 
Ophiodesma grisea A.M. Clark & Rowe, 1971, p. 
186 : East Africa, & Madagascar, Red Sea, 
S.E. Arabia, Sri Lanka area. Bay of Bengal^ 
East Indies, North Australia, Philippines, 
Hawaiian Islands (Distribution Table); 
James, 1985, p. 586: Sri Lanka, Andaman & 
Nicobar Island (Distribution Table). 
Material: Kavaratti, one specimen, collected on 
the reef flat. 
Remarks : It is recorded here for the first time 
from the Lakshadweep. 
Genus Euapta Ostergren, 1898 
Under this genus only one species is known 
from the Indian Seas. It was recorded for 
the first time from Lakshadweep by James 
(1969). 
Euapta godeffroyi (Semper, 1868) 
Synapta godeffroyi Semper, 1868, p. 231 : Nevi-
gator Island. 
Euapta godeffroyiKU. Clark &Davies, 1966, p. 
600 : Maldives; James, 1969, p. 62 : Laksh-
adweep; A.M. Clark & Rowe, 1971, p, 184 : > 
Moscarene Isludy, East Africa & Madagascar^ 
Red Sea, Maldives area. East Indies, North 
Australia, Philippines, South Pacific Islands, 
Hawaiian Islands (Distribution Table); Muk-
hopadhyay Ef Samanta, 1983, p. 312 : Lak-
shadweep; James, 1986, p. 587: Laksha-
dweep & Maldive area (Distribution Table). 
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Material: Amini, one specimen; Kalpeni, one 
specimen; IVIinicoy, one specimen. 
Remarks : This is a rare species in the Laksha-
dweep. it was recorded for the first time from 
the Lakshadweep by James (1969). 
All the echinoderms collected during the 
survey from the various Islands are listed in 
Table I. 
ZOOGEOGRAPHY 
A study of the zoogeography of echinoderms 
is interesting for the reasons that their move-
ments are limited, their bathymetrical range is 
narrow, their larval life is brief and that they are 
entirely marine in habit. The composition and 
origin of the Australian echinoderms has been 
dealt with at length by H.L. Clark (1921, 1946 . 
A.M. Clark (1976, 1980, 1984) wrote on the 
zoogeography of echinoderms of the coral reefs 
and echinoderms from Hong Kong and the 
Seychelles respectively. Although echinoderms 
are known to have a wide range of distribution 
out of a total of 1029 shallow-water echinoderms 
considered by A.M. Clark and Rowe (1971) from 
the Indo-West Pacific region only 57 (5.5%) 
extend their range of distribution from the Islands 
of the Western Indian Ocean to the Hawaiian 
Islands. Only eight species are known through-
out the tropic in Atlantic and Pacific Oceans. 
Recently James (1986) wrote a paper on the 
zoogeography of shallow-water echinoderms of 
the Indian Seas. He has clearly shown that the 
faunal composition of echinoderms of Sri Lanka 
and India along the Gulf of Mannar and Paik 
Bay are somewhat different and he has given 
reasons for this difference in distribution. He 
has also recorded fifty species for the first time 
from the South East Coast of lndia,Lakshadweep 
and the Andaman and Nicobar Islands. 
In this paper a total of 255 species of echi-
noderms known from the shallow-waters upto a 
depth of 20 metres from the Lakshadweep-Mal-
dive area (129 species), Sri Lanka (178 species) 
and the Andaman and Nicobar Islands ( i l l 
species) are considered for discussion here. 
Seventy eight species are collected from the 
various Islands of the Lakshadweep (Table 1.) 
Of these 30 species are recorded for the first 
time from the Lakshadweep. Of the 78 species 
collected from the Lakshadweep 38 species are 
collected only from the Lakshadweep. Some 
species like Mithrodia clavigera, Cistina colum-
biae and Opfiiocoma anagl^ptica are cavernico-
lous and are likely to be taken at other places in 
the Indian region when intensive collections are 
made. Linckia multifora, Dactylosastur cylind-
ricus, Ophiocoma dentata. Bohadschia argus, 
Holothuria Mertensiothuria) leucospilota and 
Stichopus chloronotus are very common in the 
Lakshadweep. It is surprising that the large star-
fish Asteropsis carinifera which was common at 
Kiltan and Chetlat is so far not recorded from 
the Lakshadweep and even from the Maldives. 
Linckia multifora and D. cylindricus which are 
common at Lakshadweep are not distributed in 
the Andaman and Nicobar Islands. Of the 255 
species only 49 species are common to the three 
regions showing that only 19.2% of the species 
are distributed in the three widely separated 
regions of Lakshadweep-Maldive area, Sri Lanka 
and Andaman and Nicobar Islands. Sixty seven 
species are collected from Sri Lanka alone. This 
maximum number partly reflects due to the 
intensive collections made at Sri Lanka since 
1882, and also due to the 'area effect' refered by 
Price (1982). Sri Lankan coast is far more 
extensive that the coast line of small Islands in 
the Lakshadweep and the Andaman and Nicobar 
Islands. Therefore a corresponding increase in 
species diversity is apparent. As many as 15 
publications are available on the echinoderms 
of Sri Lanka. Twenty five species are reported 
only from the Andaman and Nicobar Islands. 
James (1986) listed 111 species of which 27 
species are new records to the Andaman and 
Nicobar Islands. Comparison of the species 
distributed in different regions show interesting 
relationships. There seem to be greater affinity 
between the echinoderms of Sri Lanka and 
Lakshadweep since 39 (15.2%) species are 
common to both the regions whereas only 21 
(8.2%) species are common between Sri Lanka 
and Andaman and Nicobar Islands and only 16 
(6.2%) species are common to the Lakshadweep 
to the Andaman and Nicobar Islands. James 
(1986) has stated that the echinoderms of 
Lakshadweep are oceanic and those of Andaman 
and Nicobar Islands are continental. Since both 
the Lakshadweep and Sri Lanka are Oceanic 
Islands there is greater similarity of fauna 
between them. 
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Echinoderms common to the Lakshadweep 
and Sri Lanka, Sri Lanka and Andaman and 
Nicobar Islands and Lakshadweep and Andaman 
and Nicobar Islands are listed in Table 2. Echino-
derms reported from Sri Lanka alone and echino-
derms common to Lakshadweep, Sri Lanka and 
Nicobar Islands are given in Table 3. Echino-
derms reported from the Lakshadweep and 
Andaman and Nicobar Islands alone are present-
ed in Table 4. Finally the number of echinoderms 
with their percentage from various regions and 
their combinations are given in Table 5. 
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TABLE 1. List of Echinoderms Collected from the Lakshadweep 
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Table 1 contd. 
ECHINASTERIDAE 
Cistina columbiae - • • — — — — _ _ — _ — NR 
OPHIUROIDEA 
OPHIOMYXIDAE 
Ophiomvxa aulralis — — — — — — — — — + NR 
AMPHIURIDAE 
AmphiphoHs squamata + — — — — — — — — — NR 
OPHIACTIDAE 
Ophiactis savignyi ' , — — — — — — — — — + 
OPHIOTRICHIDAE 
Macrophiothrix longipeda + — -1- + — — + — — — 
Ophiothrix (Keystonea) — + — — — — — — — — NR 
nereidina 
OPHIOCOMIDAE 
Ophiocomella sexradia + + + — — — — — — — NR 
Ophiocoma scolopendrina — — + + + — — — + + 
O. dentata ^ _ + + + — _ _ _ + c 
O. brevipes + — — + — — — — — + R 
0. anaglyptica + — — — — — — — — — NR 
Ophiomastix annulosa — — — — — — — — — + 
Ophiocoma erinaceus + — + + + — + + + — 
O. pica ^ _ _ _ - ^ _ _ _ ^ _ _ 
OPHIURIDAE 
Ophioclegans cincta — — — — — — + — — — NR 
Ophiolepis superba — — — — — — _ - f . _ — fijp 
ECHINOIDEA 
CIDARIDAE 
Eucidaris metularia — — — — — — + — • — 
Prionocidaris verticellata + — + — — — — — — 
DIADEMATIDAE 
Diadema setosum — — + — — — — — — — NR 
D. savignyi + _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Np 
Echinothrix calamaris + — — — — — + — — — 
E. diadema . [ - _ _ + + — _ + + ^ 
STOMOPNEUSTIDAE 
Stomopneustes variolarit + — -(- — — _ — — _^ 
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TEMNOPLEURIDAE 
Mespila globulus — — — — — — — 4 . _ _ NR 
Salmacis virgulata — — — — — — + — — — MR 
TOXOPNEUSTIDAE 
Toxopneustes pileolus — — — + — — + — — — NR 
Tripneustes gratilla + — + + + — — — + — 
ECHINOMETRIDAE 
Echinomelra tnathaei + — + + + — + + — + 
Echinostrephus motaiis — — - - — — ~+ ^- — — ' •— NR 
Heterocentrotus mammillatus ~ — — — — + — t — — 
ECHINONEIDAE 
Echinoneus cyclostomus + — — •— — — — — — — T 
CLYPEASTERIDAE 
Clypeaster reticulalus -\- — — + — — i— — — — T 
ECHIN0LA1V1PADIDAE 
Echinolairipas alexandri — - - + ^^ — — — — — — NR 
E. ovata ,- ~ + — — + + — + — — — NR 
BRISSIDAE 
Brissus latecarinatus — — — — — + — — — — T 
HOLOTHURIOIDEA 
HOLOTHURIIDAE 
Aciinopyga mauritiana + — + + 4- + + + + + C 
A. echinites — — — — + — — — — — R 
A. miliaris — — — — — — — — — + R 
Bohadschia argus + — + + + + — + — — C 
B. marmorata + + + — — — — — + — 
Labidodemas rugosum + — — + — — — — — — R 
Holothuria {Cysuipus) rigida — — + — — — — — — — NR 
H. {Halodeima) atra + — + + + + — + — — C 
H. (Lessonothuria) pardalis + + + + — + — — — + ^ 
H. (Mertensiothuria) + — + + + — + — — + C 
leuscospilota 
H. (M.) pervicax + — — — — — — — — + R 
H. (Microthele) nobilis + — -r + + + — + — — C 
H. (Playperona) difficilis + — + — + — — — - + C 
H. (Semperothuria) cjnerascens -f- + + + + — — + — + 
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Table 1 contd. 
H. {Thymiosycia) arenicola 
H. (T) hilla 
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Total number of species 44 12 30 31 30 25 5 20 7 29 
TABLE 2 Distribution of Echinoderms in Lakhsadweep, Sri Lanka and Andaman and Nicobar 
Islands 
Echinoderms common to 
Lakshadweep & Sri Lanka 
Echinoderms common to Sri 
Lanka and Andaman and 
Nicobar Islands 
Echinoderms common to 
Lakshadweep and Andaman 
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Holothuria (Metriatyla) scabra 
Acaudina molpadioides 
TABLE 3 
Distribution of echinoderms in Lakshadweep, Sri Lanka and Andaman and Nicobar Islands 
Echinoderms reported from 
Sri Lanka alone 
Echinoderms reported from Lakshadweep, 
Sri Lanka and Andaman and Nicobar Islands 








































Amphiura (Fellaria) octacantha 





















Holothuria (Selenkothuria) moebi 
Holothuria (Semperothuria) imitans 
Holothuria (Theelothuria) kurti 



































Holothuria {Lessono thuria) pardalis 
Holotnuria {Halodeima) edulis 
Holothuria {Holodeima) atra 
Holothuria {Meriensiathuria) leucospilo 
Holotnuria {MicroteeU) nobilis 
Holothuria (rhymiosycia) hilla 




Synapta macula ta 
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Phyllophorus (Phyllothurfa) cbuenis 
Phyllopeorus (UrodemeUa) brocki 
Table 4 Distribution of Echinoderms in Lakshadweep, Sri Lanka and Andamai 
and Nicobar Islands 
































Lab tdodemas semperianum 
Holothuria {Metriatyla) martensi 
Holothuria (Stauropora) discrepans 




Echinoderms reported from Andaman 








Amphioplus (Amphioplus) inttrmedius 










Holothuri {Acanthotrapeza) pyxis 




TABLE 5. Number of echinoderms l^nown from various regions of India 
Lakshadweep, Lakshadweep Sri Lanka Andaman Lakshadweep Sri Lanka Laksha-
Sri, Lanka only only & Nicobar & Sri Lanka & Andaman dweep El-
Andaman only Nicobar Andaman 
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